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For some years I have given the matof commercial fertilizer·and fertiliz»considerable attention, and am inclined to the belief that their
and intelligent use ie destined to plaj, a
very importent part in the successful
raising of crops in the future. I
hardlv pteparcd for the statement wh.ch
I received from a fertilizer agent recently that he had just sold a farmer (not in
of
Arooetook County) «U00
fertilizer for his own use
If this is an indication of what other
farmers may do, it showsthatour
•rerone and the prevailing high prices
ba« bad th.lt .««V
ortck
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except another particular brand, and so
14 Main St., Norway,
it goes all through the
\s a consequence, the goods are bought
in small lots and through different agen
at a maximum of cost for every transAH this should be remedied
through the elimination of the brand e
cept in so far as it may serve to show the
manufacturer, and centering the.«"eu
The analysis te U
on the analysis.
Lead
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the value the trade name is a■ "tchyrd»
vice and, in a sense, a trick of the trade.
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High grade goods quickly available
on general principles, the best for
are
ahoed crops, especially potatoes * h ch
grow very rapidly the latter part of the

Telephone 134-II.
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I season

irai η and grass will handle
slowly available goods to advantage, but the proportion of actual fert
material should be equally high.
Outside of the advent of the cash system
of buying and the uniting on oue grade
Temple Street, rear Vatonic Block,
of goods as far as possible, there> is ηιοί hNORWAY.
Oonneotton.
Telephone
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*
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many town· in Maine where
corn are grown on commercial fertilizer
in sufficient quantities to warrant such
expérimenta. It would be worth much
to the man who buys *1,100 w°r'h',f
tbeee g»<>d· to know that he ι· not wa*l·
ing tu· ne» by buyiog »ome one of the
three fertilizing element· in
|
DroDuttion thau ι· needed on hi· lane.
the
.mailer
bu,er
It would help
tioMtoly· 1 woukl glndly welcome the
«lation rticinl who ahoold come to te*
1 mt immI aa to what particular ingredient
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With the fall answer of
for bt**ti>a.
7 r.
the s'atW»· plou m hi. m,od''be
Returulnf
buv without waste; with hi· *»
te«t· worked out he will make quite »
I.mt* Union Wbarf. B<nt»o, week
•tart toward the more intelligent ap·
for Portland.
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But there are other consideration·
that he can well manage for biamelf.
H"»>1 cr«'(>* in northern latitudes must
Kreight rat·· *· low m other line·.
The best possible kinds
grow quickly.
in
i·
Stock,
▲II cargo, except Live
of fertilizers bave been purchased—
risk.
eared against tire and marine
tb<>*e tiiat act quickly— an ! they should
be used only oo land properly prepared
J. P. LISCOMH. <»eneral Agent,
and properly handled through the grow•
Portland, Me.
,ικοη.
The plough is the basis of
ing
successful tillage. Land poorly plougbed can never be properly fitted for the
quick growing crop or for the best use
of q>iick acting fertilizers. Tbo plough
Served at all hours.
should move every particle of the soil;
not in one mass, as the furrow turus,
WENT WORTH HOUSE,
but with a rolling action, that pulverizes
49*'
South Paris a* well as turns. Land thus ploughed
is in excellent couditioo for the tillage
implements, and these very often must
be used with rare intelligence. Heavy
land, worked when too wet, is injured;
FOR
light land, worked when too dry, is likewise injured, particularly if it is worked
deeply. Every farmer must understand
his soil, and work it only when best results will obtain. Δη abundance of
i« quickly absorbed.
matter, together with great
vegetable
Guts Reno! at One*.
fineness, fits any soil for the best results
It cleanses, soothes,
use
of commercial fertilizers.
from the
heals and protects
The close study of seasonal conditions,
the diseased memin order to plant the crop at the proper
brane resulting from Catarrh and drive<
time, is well worth the thought of every
Kestore!
Head
the
m
a
Cold
quickly.
away
user of these goods.
As a general printhe Senses of Taste and SmelL Full sia
ciple early planting is better than late
50 cts. at Druggists or by mail. Liqui« L plan ing. This holds with any crop
Cream Balm for use in atomizers 75 eta.
Still, I have known great loss to result
Elv Brothers, 56 Warren Street, New York
from early planting in seasons when the
conditions were not right for such planting. Good se<*d, properly planted and
well tended, on well prepared land, always produces a good crop; poor seed
} never does; therefore, insure the crop by
using good seed.
The soil should be stirred through the
When you are troubled with your eyes.
Hare your eyes examined by
growing season, deeply at first, to avoid
packing later on; more shallow as the
DH. PAR*ENTER,
This is done for the
season advances.
of fining the soil, changing organic matter into humue, adding to its
oa

railroad ■laliooa.

Hot

Oyster Stew

A Reliable Remedy

CATARRH
Ely's

Cream Balm

DON'T LOOK

FOR BARQAINi

■

Specialis (purpose
absorptive properties

the land must be
the crop. The man who
uses $1,100 worth of fertilizer will not
plant bis corn on his lowland or his potatoes in the sand.
Corn, being a lover
of heat, with the best drouth resistant
properties of any New England plant,
rejoices in the sunshine, and stores up
its heat for future use to good advantage, even when grown υροη ligh. sandy
loam. Potatoes love moisture and coolI
ness, conditions quite the reverse.
speak of these two plants because they
form the bulk of the field crops grown
on commercial fertilizers.
If I stand in any sense as an exponent
of the short course system of rotation
and of commercial fertilisation, I would
remind all newcomers into the fold that
they are dealing with the higher attributed of nature's forces; that there
must be no guess work, and that success only comes through an active intelligence at every point of procedure.—
B. Walker McKeen, Fryeburg, Me., in
Tribune Farmer.
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Dairy.

Nearly every jear in July and August

period of dry weather come· on in
Maine causing tbe pasture· to dry up
and a marked dropping off of the milk
supply occurs in dairy herds. The summer of 1V08 has been no exception and
besides encountering a shortage of feed
during the summer most dairymen find
themselves approaching the coming
winter with a shortage of winter feed un
hand, and are facing tbe proposition of
either selling some of their atock or attempting to carry the animal· through
tbe winter by purchasing grain from the
West which is bringing an exceptionally
bigb price at present. Those «ho attempt to do the latter will no doubt
find a great deficit in their business be
fore another spring. Successful dairying consists in raising sufficient roughof
age on the farm to furnish tbe bulk
the ration and the supplementing of thia
roughage by a reasonable amount of
grata. Any dairyman of long experience knows that it is next to impossible
to keep up tb· normal flow of milk by
the use of large amounts of grain and he
also knows that such an attempt is highly unprofitable. On the other band he
realise· that if be provide· succulent
feed the year round for his animals the
tiow of milk can be easily kept up to the
Maine farms would be
normal amount.

a

brought up to a higher state of fertility
if they were worked more and made to
produce more feed. The manure obtained from this latter could be used to
necesimprove the land, lessening tbe
sity of buying so much commercial fertilizer on which to grow the crops.
Tbe climate and soils of Maine are well
adapted to tbe growing of tbe ordinary
farm crops which are valuable as green
feeds especially in dairy feeding. These
crops might be classified into those
grown to furnish succulent feed in winter, such as corn silage and root crops,
and those like rye, oats and peas, millets, sowed corn and barley or other
grain grown to supplement pastures in
summer.—Prof. Wm. D. Hurd.
Effects of the Overdraw Check.
A. W. £., Chardon, Ohio, asks: (1)
I would like to aek a question or two
about using tbe overdraw check in
breaking a colt. What effect will it
have on tbe eyes? Is there · nerve between the ears that it pressea on, causing tbe colt to go blind after a time?
(2) Can the feet of a horse that baa
Ktood in the stable on a dry plank door
until be has become very sore and lame

be cured?
(1) The effect, my friend, will depend upon three things—whether the
colt naturally puts his bead well up, the
length of time be is kept checked np
with the overdraw check and how tight
it is made when being used. No, there
is no nerve that tbe check will press upon that will affect tbe eyes in a direct
manner; but when a horse is by bis

physical conformation

a

low-headed

horse, if the bead is raised beyond
tain limit it brings pressure upon the
superior part of the spinal cord, and
a cer-

affect the optio nerve.
horse's nose is pnt in the
air so that he can't see where be steps it
strains the optic nerve, and has a tendency to weaken his sight. Try it on
yourselves, all you wise men. Throw
your bead back and jour chin out ao
(hat you can't see the ground for six
feet ahead of you; then walk a mile, and
if you don't have the neckache and a
blur before your eyes I miss my guess.
(2) Not as a jule. Pavement sore
horses and stable sore horses can sometimes be relieved of some of their soreness by a change of environment and by
soaking their feet in salty water two oi
three times weekly for a time; but their
stiffened tendons and muscles are there
to stay, as a rule.—C. D. Smead, V. S.,
in Tribune Farmer.
may

indirectly

Again, when

a

Tbe healthy O!' unhealthy condition ol
the skin is very readily shown by the
appearance of tbe hair, otherwise called
tbe coat. If the skin is unhealthy the
coat is dry and harsb. If the skin U
not properly cleaned, dirt remaina, not
merely in tbe coat but in the system.—
Turf, Farm and Home.

Jhe farm poultry flock too often ii
composed of chiokens, ducks, geese
turkeys and pigeons, all living togetbei
That Is a mis
as one common family.
take.

Bacb kind should have Its owi

quarters.—-Faroi Journal.
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hoar a lot of talk about
money at Newport," >he went on, toe
much.
Among some of the people
you'll be with, money's of more lmportance than anything elae. Two or thr«
rich young men are certain to art
you to marry them-very nice fellows
thev may be. and they will show you
heaps of attention—all those that

I^Chapter β"\

LL the preparations that
Mrs. Esa Kay had to
make for Newport kept
lu
more days
us two
New York, and It was
terribly hot, but 1 was
uot sorry to stay. !»ocause we did so
mnuy amuslug things.
Mr. Doreinus was detained, too- by

his tailor, he said—so we saw a giwd
deal of him, as Mr». Vau der Win !t
had left for her Newport cottage We
did g<> to a roof garden eutertnlument
after all. ami it was most fascinating,
but (jtsite without the feeliug that you
might fall off. which I had expiated
I saw the moon t-otulug up
to have.
and gi'diug thousands of roofs, and I
couldn't help womleriug which was
the roof of that club where poor, handJim Brett was employed, though
of course It was iuipo. sii.'.e to speak
of him to nny one except Vivace
We lunched one day at an enormous·
and very fashionable red brick hot»·
called the Waldorf-Astoria and wen
into a Turkish room and had dellcio·.!:··
things to eat in a beautiful restaurant
which had not at all an out of season
some

air. though Mrs. Ess Kay said th.it
most of the well groomed looking pco
pie whom 1 suspected of being leaJer>
of the Four Hundred were only "tri.)
pers." I do wonder, by the way. v.'lij
one always has an innate sense of contempt for trippers and longs to U·

sniffy aud show one's own superiority ?
We must all be trippers somewhere

and sometimes, or we would uever see
anything of the world-iudced, 1 sup
pose I am by way of being a trlppor
But one never seems to regard
now.
oneself In such a light or imagine th.it

anybody else could be so undiscerulug.
I hadn't known that a hotel could be as
big as the Waldorf-Astoria, though Mrs
Ess Kay says there are several Just
about as large In New York, and she
has heard there are oue or two In Chishe doeen't
cago. but she thanks heaven
know anything personally about that
When she made this remark I remembered what Sally had told me In conli
dence al»out Mra. Ess Kay's life before
she Itegan to qualify for the Four Hun
But of course 1 did not make
dred
for fear It
any allusion to the subject
And Salwas a skeleton in her closet.

ly says that well regulated Chicago
people think New York a oue horse
l<
pluee compared to their town, which
really wonderful and most Interesting,
I wish
1 shall find out If I see It.
I could, but I supiKjse I shan't, as I
came over ta visit Mrs. Ess Kay, not
as

ask what, and Mrs. Ess Kay intended
to stop in for him all the morning.
While she was talking about tbls
Sally was glancing over letters, and
there was one in wbicb sbe seemed
particularly Interested. Sbe looked up
from It suddenly when Mrs. Ess Kay
said she was not going out and exclaimed: "Oh, then 1 may have Betty.
How nice! I do so want to show her

the park."
"I'll go with you," Potter broke in
quickly, but Sally shook ber bead.
"No, I want her to myself, thank
you—Just for this once."
Potter looked cross, but said no
more, and it was arranged that Sally
and I should start In abont an hour.
M re. Ess Kay thought we ought to

once, as It would be cooler.
But for some reason Sally did not like
that idea. Meanwhile sbe ran out herself 011 an errand, but did uot ofTer to

get oIT

at

take me.
Even people who have absolutely
nothing to do except to amure themselves appear to like waking up and
having breakfast much earlier than
Tills morning, as usual, we
we <lo.
had finished breakfast by half past 9,
and by a quarter past 10 Sally had
come back to fetch Vivace aud me for
our

walk.

hain't yet been shown Central
park. Mrs. Ess Kay said It was horBut Sally didn't
rid ont of season.
And 1 thought It
agree with her.
lovely, more Ilk* the Bois de Bou
logue thau our park, and yet with an
extraordinary Individuality of Its own
There were only a few people of our
sort, riding or driving, but lota of
children were playing about, aud It
I

wonderful that the trees and
was
grass and flowers could have kept so
fresh through such tremendous heat
I'm sure if we had weather like that
lu England the whole vegetable kingdom would go on strike.
Whether It was the beauty of the
park or whether it was something In
herself I don't know, but Sally Wood
burn was In a sentimental mood. She
Is generally full of fun, in her soft,
quiet little way. but this morning she
She
was all poetry and romance.
quoted Tennyson and several modern
Americau poets whose names I was

ashamed to say I didn't even know, aa
their verses seemed charming, and
when she had found a certain narrow,

shady path which she bad been looking
for suddenly sbe said: "Let's talk about
What do you think about love,

love.

Betty r

"I don't know anything about It yet
exceut from book*." said I. "Mother

do sightseeing.
The second day
from We*t Point,
the first thing In
Mr* Em Kay at
to

after we came back
as 1 went dowustairs
the morning. I heard
the telephone, which
la In a little room along a corridor off
the fountain court
She was having a loug conversation
with some one. laughing and chettlnç
just as If she were talking to a visitor, aud preaeutly my name cam· In.
-Yes. Lady Belt/ Bu-; no. not pronounced that way. my child. As If It
were
spelled B-U-C-K—y··, that s

right

Such a

pretty girl,

a

I couldn't hear

a

word: only

buzzing.

a

horrid

doesn't like my reading modern novels
eavesdrop.
waittuucb, and we haven't many in the lihall
the
In
was
1
that
my lungs
couldn't
and
brary, for Vic reads French ones and
breakfast
to
ing to go
them. But there are other books
help hearing every word she said. hides
However, she didn't mind a bit and
called to me to come Into the telephoue
room.

"I'm talking to α friend of mine who
bas just been moved buck to her own
apartment after getting over appendicitis." she explained. "Poor thing,
she's such an Indefatigable society
woman, and she does so bate being
stuck lu the city at this season. I've
just been promising to run In and see
her this afternoon, aud I'd like to take
see you.
you If you'll go She'd love to

I'll Introduce you now by plioue."
With that she began to chat Into the
thing again In a chummy sort of way
which seemed quite uncanny, as 1
have always looked upon a telephone
as an official kind of machine which
aud
you prepared for with fasting
to when
prayer and only had recourse
strictly necessary for important busi"Here's I.ady Betty." said Mrs.
ness.
Ess Kay. "I'm going to Introduce you.
Now, Betty, take hold of the""Oh. I can't I don't know how. 1
never did."· I objected, feeling as If
she were going to force me Into taking gas aguinst my will.
She would have me try. so I did. as
It's very difficult to oppose Mrs Ess
Kay even In the smallest thing But
1 couldn't hear a word; only η horrid
buzzing, so she had to let me off and
tell me that the lady we were to

Just

call ou

was

Mrs.

Harvey Itlchmount

Tayiour.
"if you're going

stay long In
America you'll have to get used to the
"We do half our
phone." said she
shopping and some nf our calling and
make nl>niit nil !>nr appointments that
If we dldu't there'd be mort
way.
ra;es of nervous prostration than ther*
art
are. and goodness kuows there
enough now eveu since blue rayt
to

have come In. Many lore affaire
entirely bj
carried on practically
oi
phone, aud I've heard that In case
necessity marriage ceremonies can tx
an

performed by It"

"How about divorces?" I asked. And
I was quite serious, but Mrs. Ess Kay
dl.In't seem to think the question
So she switched
v.orth au auswer.
off her friend and raug up two ot
three tradespeople of whom she order
til m-nt and chocolates and some new
books aud told a manicure to call

L/υ,

duc

oaiu

au uwi

..

jiauouu^

*.* »v uu

l_u_

uice for him
ly way, which wae just
"We
as It haJ been for Stan or nicer.
will go ou to the wistaria arbor and
wait for you. There are always lot*
of squirrels there."
Vivace broke away from me again
and followed him, but still Sally seemed to take no notice. "That's certainly
a
very handsome fellow," she said,
"and we cuu be sure that he's worthy
to be trusted, because the wrong sort
of men don't jump overboard at sea
to save the lives of children they don't
know.
That Is why 1 feel perfectly
safe in being nice to him and letting
I reckon be is a south·
you be nice
em man."
us

Cousin Katherine will let come near
you-and as you're so young and ln_
experienced you may lose your head
But do remember that
a little bit.
"How can you tell?" 1 asked.
"Qh, a little by that good looking
losing your head and being flattered
Δ brown face of his, perhaps, but more
and amused Isn't falling In love.
You English
man must be able to make you love by his way of speaking.
hlin for himself, and that self must people lump up all together for our
be worth loving, for nothing else I» 'Americau accent.' but we can tell
any good In the end. And now 111 tell whether u persou Is from Massachu-

you my story-Just lu a few wordsbecause It will give you something to
think about.
"I'm thirty-two now. When I was
nineteen, a year older than you, I cared
for a man and he for me. ^e caiet
for each otber-terribly. But he was
poor. and. not only that, he came from
people whom mine looked down upon.
We loved each other so much, though,
that 1 would have married him η
spite of all. but my relations thought
it would ruin my life, and they advised and persuaded and implored am
Insisted, until I was weak enough to
give the man up. They took me to

setts or New York or Illinois or Kentucky aud so on just as you know Devonshire from Lancashire."

Egggg
TMMSiSi

3

some money
Italian prince we met In Rome
wanted to marry me. They almost ar
cued me into consenting. and though
they didn't quite the news went home
to Kentucky that I was engaged The
man I really loved-loved dearly all
the time, though 1 was trying to forget him—believed It Why shouldn t
he. sluce I'd given him up for the reasons

ly love forever.
"Oh Bettv, you don't know what
Buffered. Td been saylug to myself
that when I saw him agaln-a· I
meaut to-1 would know by his ejes
at the first glance whether he still

besides

novels that tell about love-

heavenly ones."

some

"I should think there were," said fcally. "But 1 didn't ask you what you
knew; 1 asked what you thought. Have
you ever thought about what It would

be like to be in love?"
"Yes," I bad to admit shamefacedly,
for, as she is not α man, luckily it
wasn't necessary to tell a flb. -^'Have

you?"
"I know, once for all," said Sally In
a changed voice. "That Is why I want-

ed to talk about it to you before you
really begin life over here. Perhaps—
it depends on your opiulons of love—
I don't
I'll tell yon my little story.
tell it to people. But maybe I will to

you this morning. We sball see."
"Is it a sad story, dear?" I asked.
"Yes. It's sad."
"Perhaps It may end well yet.
though," I tried to comfort her.
Sally ehook her head. "It can't In
And the saddest pnrt of
this world.
all Is that It was my own fault But
1 didn't understand the relative value
of things when I lost the one thing in

the world that can make real happiI should like you
ness for a woman.
to understand them while jou atll

have time."
"And

I

should

love

to

hear

youi

story if it won't, make you too sac
thinking of it," I said.
"Ob. I am always thinking of It It'»
never really out of my mind for e
minute. It's there, you know, like ar
undertone. Just as when you live neai
the seu there's always the sound of tb<
waves underlying every other sound
though you mayn't be listening for It'
"Then tell me," 1 said.
I haven't asked you th<
"Not yet
questions yet which will show m<
when you auswer them whether yoi
need to hear the story or not Could
you Imagine yourself marrying with

out tint being in love?"
"No-o," 1 said thoughtfully. "Nol
But Vi<
when it really came to it
says that's all nonsense; that no wo
man, no matter how much she thinki
herself in love, ever stops in love wltl
her husband. The thing is to marry t
man who will let you do as you like
tud, of course, be must be rich."
Sally sighed. "Well, dear, she's yom
sister and I'm lust uothlnir to vou al
all, but I'd like to tell you to forgel
about her advice and not care wbetbei
a man is rich or poor, or even wel

only he's made himself a gen
tleman, body and heart and soul, anc
la strong and clever enough to tak<

born.

care

If

hhtv—

Lots of children

were

—

"

playing about.

of yon."

claimed. "I should love it"
"May 1 go aud get some
he said to Sally.

the fairy residents, cleverly disguised
gray squirrels, with adorable little
faces, begau excitedly to talk us over.
With heads on one side, they criticised
our feathers, our dresses, our hats
aud finally approved of them so far ae

ri^ht

peanuts?"

we?"
"Poor
"In society?" laughed Sally.
fellow, it doesu't look much like i(
now, does It? Though 1 believe he's
a mnu In a thousand and worth sis <»f
any of those that Couslu Katherine
will let you know, counting Potter,
though he is my relative."
"It seems a pity," 1 said, with a
sigh for the mistakes of the whole

Everything

meet you again."
When Sally said this I bad the <«1
est sensation, like a prickling hi all in
veins. I longed to ask lier If she wit.
Joking, or if she really did think I'.:
Jim Biett was « »i«g!i Interested in un
But tin
to take so tnnob trouble
words came only as far as the tij· of
in y tongue, aud stuck to ll as It Uey
had been glued there.

C*

that In a new country, where yo.
haven't an aristocracy."
"
said
"W· have two MrlstitrraeUw

$·

twice I

was take»

tUen*.

1 tUougùt ll

quite beautiful, but though the friend'*

counteee aud very rich the flat is
poor eon pa red with this topheavy nest
of Mrs. Tay tour's.
lu a white drawing room where th·
only spots of color were the rosea—
masses of pltik roses in gold bowls—
a

Madoiiita-like being was reclining la
green and white billow of a lace tea
gowu ou a white soi'a. She held out
liotli hands to Mrs. Kss Kay and look·
e.l at me. apologizing fur uot getting
a
u

up.
When you co:;:e to examine her, the
only tiling really Mudouiu-llke about
Mis Harvey Kichtnoiint Taylour Is her

It's parted la
way of doing her hair
tlio middle and fol:!s softly down la
brjwn v.iriijij <»n cither side of rather
α
hiirh forehead. white enough to
She has
it'i.uh her dratviug room.
gc.iiiy curved eyebrows, too, but under
them her dark eyes are as bright and
liiarp us a fox terrier's. She has pale
rod li;>s aud thin features, with
u stick out chin, cut ou the same pattern r.s Mrs. Kss Kay's, though It Isn't
ns square yet
because she I» years
younger perhaps not more than twen-

ty-eight

Kss Kay Introduced us, In a
precise way than we bave at
bome, and Mrs. Tut lour said that eh·
was very happy to meet me, which I
should have thought particularly kind
Mrs.

more

if 1 hadn't found out that It's a sort
of formula which Americans think It

polite

to use.

She talked to me η good deal and
wanted to kuo-.v how 1 liked America,
of course. I was euro sho would da
that

[to

coxtim-bd.J

bk

BRITISH PRINCES.
Very Different From the King In Ex·
emption From Laws.
Su privileged is the king of England

in his exemption from any aud every
law that one would naturally expect
hU children might do pretty much as
they like. Hut Englishmen have always been very Jealous of ruyal personages. uiul the fait la that priuc#·
A
enjoy very few privileges ludeed
prim* of the royal blood may lté fined,
like αι>) oraiunp mortal. If Lia motor
» ur exceeds I lie Ir^ul limit of speed.
The l'rin· e of Wales cannot be sued
|ht».'iiullv f<>r debt. If the debt Is uot
pa Id the creditor may take out h summon*. but lie must sumtuou the treasIf the case goe·
urer. not the prime.
Kvaguwtat the treuiurer the mouvy Is paid

^ C/idpter 7z,

as

■

no.

#,,^1

are

The wistaria arbor, winch we soon
reached, was like a fairy bower bung
witb thousands of amethyst lamps,
burning (terfume iustead of oil, and
the momeut we sat down a troop of

to decide that we were creatures they
cared as much as ever, aud If be did
know.
They stole uearer, by
might
I would ask him to marry me. But I
twos, by fours, then meed away again,
never saw him again, except with the
gray aud soft as undyed ostrich featheves of my heart, aud I always see
blown by the sweet smelling
b'lm so. Not au hour passes that 1 ers,
breeze, when they saw my brown man
don't sec him so."
couiiug back with Vivace.
You poor darling!" 1 exclaimed.
1 was afraid that Vivace would make
And there was a uote In her voice that
a dash aud frlghteu them, but he evimade my eyelids stlug. "How little 1
dently knows how to treat squirrels as
guessed. Aud you seeiu so cheerful
equals, not as edibles, for he behaved
and even merry."
himself like the little brindled gentle"One Isn't lu the world to be a wet
man that he is.
Gravely he looked on
blanket." said Bally. "Besides, one
is Sir. Brett produced six small, brown
ten t actively miserable every minute
paper bags, era mined full of the most
for years because oue has thrown away
objects.
They looked
One extraordinary
one's chance of real happiness.
Bomethiug like wood carvings of unpets along contentedly enough except
ripe beau pods, but it appeared that
In the bad hours, when Instead of be
they were peanuts. They smelt tfood,
Is
Ink
world
the
a
mild
lug
gray
rather like freshly roasted coffee, and
But I haven't told you this
black.
when you shelled them out of their
It
to
get sympathy, dear.
woody
pods they were large, fat t>eads,
been quite easy telling. f<>r 1 don t
I
covered with a thin brown skia.
the deep down
talk much about
touldn't help feeling as If I hud known
the
In
told
I've
In
you
things
myself.
Sir. Brett for a louu time, as he sat
hop. that you 11 remember me and my
u* on the bench under the wistaria,
by
to
wasted years If your chance comes
Sally aud me feed the squirhelping
be happy, eveu If It should be a chance
rels and shelling peanuts for us to eat
which you thluk. lu a worldly way.
I do believe there must be sometoo.
wouldn't be prudent « r what your peothing special about peanuts, which
I'ec'l le have no
ple would like.
Rives you η homey sort of feeling if
to try and order our lives, no inaitcr
They
you share t'ieni with people.
«U".
be
to
a..
ho
(he, may
form a sort of boud of gootl fellowWho have to live our lives, not the).
ship, anil I cau't fancy ever being
For a minute we were both a»1*-"1·
prim with a man after you had eateu
she
If
and then Sally said quietly, as
with him.
peanuts
were glad to speak: "Here conies some
Mr. Brett didn't tell us much about
ϋο you recogone we've seen before,
himself, but from the few things he
nize him? And shall you bow?
did tell I gathered the impression that
Vivace gave such a leap that hi
he has led an open air, adventurous
leash, which I'd been holding careless- sort of life. He showed that he knows
It
hand.
of
out
was
my
ly
Jerked
a great deal about horses, aud I rather
was my bro.vu man who was coming
hope he has been a cowboy like "The
—Jim Brett.
Virginian," In u delightful book I have
My face did feel red! Vivace was found in Mrs. Ess Kay's library. Inmaking such a fuss over him that Sally deed, I imagine the hero of the story
could hardly help guessing whose tta
It
must have looked like Jim Brett
dog had been before be was mine. Is a
splendid type.
Bot I made the beat of It "Of course
Sally una ne tuiKeu auoiu uuukb. ne
L recognize him. and of course I ah.ill
about some college iu the west
spoke
to
kind
bow." said L "He was very
where he had been, and I was glad
me on the dock when 1 was at let
that he was a university man, though
ter Β."
why I should care 1 don't know. AnySally didn't make any remark about
way, Stan would be at sea and flounVivaee's capers. though by tills time
dering in the subjects which my
at
with
Joy
he was wagging all over
brown man of the steerage and Sally
his master's feet and jumping up to Woodburn discussed while the squirhis knees. I was grateful to her.
rels frisked about their shoulders. But
In another moment we three had met then Stan doesn't care to talk too long
in the shady path far away from ev- about anything except hunting or
erybody else, and Vivace began run- shooting or polo or motoring—not even
ning back and forth between his mas bridge, at which Vic says he loses a
ter and me, as If he wanted to make great deal of mouey.
us good friends and not hurt either of
We stopped In the wistaria arbor for
our feelings.
more thau an hour, as I knew by my
"How do you do?" said I, holding bracelet watch, when Sally said sud"What a coincidence
out my hand.
denly we must go—though I hadn't
meeting you here. And my dear little dreamed till then that we bad been
dog that somebody sent me does seem half so loug. I shook hands with Mr
to take an extraordinary fancy to you
Brett for goodby and so did Sally, but
doesn't he?"
nobody spoke about our meeting again
Mr. Jim Brett laughed and kept hl- as perhaps we should If he were lu Mrs
hat off. which made him look very ulce Ess Kay's set.
It seemed very sad
with the dappling green and gold light and Irrevocable, somehow, and 1 bad
waving over his thick, short black a heavy eort of feeling that life can
hair and his forehead, which Is whltei be full of hard things.
than the rest of his face.
His eyes looked wistful and I said
He had on better clothes than he what I couldn't have said to a man of
had worn on shipboard, but they were my own rank. "I've kept those rose.··
blue serge, with the air of having you sent to me by that dear, funnj
been bought ready made fil a cheap little black hoy all this time In water
In spite of them, however, lie and they are fresh still, though a lot
shop
looked very handsome, aud every Inch of others I have had since are faded.'
I don't think I told him, and in that mood I dldif:
of him a gentleman.
many men, even In Stan's set, ,coulil care whether Sally heard or not.
wear those badly cut things and look
The brown man's face flushed u;
as he did In them, though be does have
and the wistful look In his eyes bright
to travel In the steerage.
ened Into something which I felt w.i·
I asked Sally If I might introduce gratitude for my rather silly speech
Mr. Brett to her. and ehe said yes and "I think those roses will hate to die.'
smiled up so sweetly that I was de- he said
lighted, because for all her talk about
"Perhaps I shall press them In :
nature's noblemen 1 felt 1 didn't know book," I answered, "to remind me ο
her well enough to be quite sure how my first hoi>rs l;> America."
But she talked to
she would take It.
Then we parted, and there was
him charmingly and complimented him fuss with Vivace, who had to be tak<
upon his bravery ou shipboard. "Ev- up In my arms or he would have cho
ery ot.e of us admired you for it," she ed himself with his collar in his dt
said, "and I'm very glad to meet you perate struggles to get free. He wlilit
this morning."
pered even then for a few -minute,
Mr. Brett thanked her and, of course, but soon he was comfbrted uud vlsibl
said how pleased he was too. "I am made an effort to couteiit himself wit
taking a holiday," be added, looking at the fact that he was my dog.
1 was glad to bear that, beme.
I set him down on the ground, am
cause seeing him out at this time the Sally and 1 walked on together with
But at last she said
thought had occurred to me that he out speaking.
might have lost his employment at the "Penny for your thoughts, deab?"
club. But I only answered that it was
"I was wondering about—class dk
"i
a lovely day for a holiday and that 1
tlnctlons in America," 1 answered
didn't believe be could And a better think—oh, 1 do think It's very silly «:
place to spend part of it than In Cen- you to have any at all. 1 always sup
tral park.
posed till I knew you and Mrs. Stu.t
con
"Have you fed the squirrels yet?" he vesaut-Ivuox that one pecsou was
sidered just as good as another lit
asked.
And It ought to be ilk·
Can one do that?" I ex- America.

"Ob,

......

Isn't it?"
"Yea. Aud I'm sure that's what otir
poor, handso.ie friend is thinking"
"Do you M'pj:ose he- a.irds?"
"1 reckon he would like to go on being acquainted with you, Betty, ar:*t
have the chances of other men You'n
not an unattractive girl, you ku
And lie'
or maybe you don't kuow
I have a s<rt of idea he'!
human.
try to make some change In hi- w;i.
of life, so that It may be poo i hie to

Europe, and because I had

I had? He was Catholic, and he
went Into a monastery we have in
Kentucky aud became a monk. No one
All my
ever wrote to me about It
friends thought the less I heard of hlin
the better. And two years later, when
I went Ihu-I; home-not engaged, and
thinking In my heart that there was
and always would be only one man for
me In the world—It was to learn that
that man bad taken the final vows
which would separate hlin from earth

..«i

We bave our old
you bave only oue.
families (maybe tbey wouldn't seem
very old to you) and we have wealth.
Tliey both tbluk as much of themselves as your aristocracy does—and
mighty little of each other."
"1 could understand an aristocracy
of braius lu a laud like America," 1
went ou. quite fiercely, "but it's no
good breakiug otf from the old country at all if you're to hamper yourselves with uuytblng else. Now, if 1
hadn't heard Mrs. Stuyvesnnt-Kuox
aud Mrs. Van dor Windt talking i
should have supposed that in America a man like Mr. Brett, for instance,
could be received anywhere. As it is.
1 suppose— uo, uobody could despi.se
him. For myself, I'm proud to know
such a brave man. But—but of course
we're not likely to meet bim agaiu.

world-or something.
"What's a pity?"
"Oh, I hardly know.

an

"'near

I expect the men will be wild
dear.
I'otter raves
about her at Newport
over her.
Ha, ha. ha! Do you think
»oî Well, perhaps. I've kuown stranNo, It'· not her
ger things to happen.
father, but her brother, who's the duke.
Awfully good looking. 1 wist» be could

But you see Bally
have come too.
You know what Bally la.
wouldn't
No, she's uever got over that old affair. Southern women are ao romantic.
Yes. I'll bring dear little Betty with
me If It won't tire you. 8he"—
Then 1 began to think 1 ought to let
her know 1 was there, for one hates to
So I yelled at the top of

!

h"nt|

perfect

%hcu .we went In to breakfast
It appears that the manicure person
(
time
this
that
at
said
20,(XX Is a great catch, and you are lucky t(
milked
cows
are
dally bj
being
dairy
get him without making an appoint
The cow la one of the beet anti- tbe milking machines. The govern
ment loug beforehand. He does tlilngf
In
ι
th<
oowa
miloh
Sh<
ment
In
existence.
21,194,000
reporta
mortgage agencies
•
to your feet too, though I dared nol
Live
Stock
World.
chance.
a
baa
ah·
time
country.—Chicago
them
beats
every
It la

eue

°£«You'll

Freeh eggs continue high and scarce.
Price· are above the average (or this

time of the year. Eggs are a summer
product, but by preference are a winter
food, and consumers are using them in
spite of high prices.
The winter egg question is getting to
be quite intereeting because we can see
hard cash in it. There are several reasons why the farmer should give this
problem careful consideration. In the
first place, the average farmer is best
situated to make the most from thewinter egg business. The foods valuable for winter egg production are produced on the farm. The average farmer has more time now than at any other
On most
season to care for the bens.
farms there is little being made from
dairy and other farm products at this
season; this is another good reason why
the farmer should make an effort to
secure at least a fair winter egg yield.
I do not believe in forcing for a large
winter egg yield, but there is something
wrong when a flock of bens cease laying
entirely. Our hens, fed liberally of the
feeds produced on the farm, are laying
enough of the high priced eggs to make
themselves profitable, and when they
are to bo used as breeders they will not
start in with.egg laying organs overworked, but in condition to produce
fertile eggs and strong chicks. While
eggs, winter and summer, are the main
object at our place, we are careful to
keep up the vitality as we go along; for
health is the foundation of success.
Pullets are our main dependence in getting winter eggs. This means we must
get our chickens out early in the spring.
Vow, we want those chickeus to live, to
have plenty of vitality, mo wo are careful
to avoid feeding stimulants to increase
the egg yield, or anything that will
of the breeding stock,
lower the
aud consequently the vitality of the eggs.
The reason some folks never get any
winter eggs is that they do not begin in
time. It is not a bit too early right now
to begin preparations for getting high
priced eggs next winter. Begin by cariug for the hens so they will start laying
early, for you cannot have the early
lets unless you first get the early eggs.
And don't postpone any longer securing
fresh blood if you have been inbreeding.
Inbred fowls are not good layers nor
profitable in any other way. We cull
out the weaklings and other undesirab'e
fowls, fatten and send to market; and
the money they bring pays for fresh
blood in the way of males. If you wish
to increase the laying capacity of your
flock get males from a good laying strain.
I was talking with a farmer the other
day who was complaining about bis
liens not laying well. He was sure that
getting males of another breed would
help matters. It seems so strange that
some farmers will persist in mixing up
all the breeds on earth in their flocks,
aud will tell you their mixed chickens
are better layers and healthier than pure
breds. Of course this is a mistaken notion. but you cannot make them believe
it.—Fannie M. Wood, Falmouth, Ind.,
in Tribune Farmer.

minute

of Jim Bruit ruse up before my eyes
I t'jink, though he Is poor and perhap·
of humble birth, that the glIrl be mar
ries will he happy and well taken car*
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Ν the aftern·>on Mr»
Knr an.I I. in «»»»r ιl«i·
ue»t melius, weut on: In

lYe wl f» J
the nu.tor
up Fifth avenue for *ev
J
era!
"bluek*" (a* *lie
called them». turned into an e\|»· im\«
looking side street and hi«»i»jkm1 U-fore
oue of the iu<w( cn riuou· building* I
It s«.vmi. .! m!\
ever saw in my life
balf tin f» lut I, fur ι lu* steel colli.iiim oi
its skeleton were siiii visible arurii·!
the ground tl< >>r a:i<! the street U·.'. r
It ua* still (.ItiCi'i'Lil with brii^s ami
In the hallway
boa lie and rit!>i>Uh.
oii'U «ere working like active annual·»
In an Immense «-ace. Sudden!/ f;·»«;«
among theui I kuw etnei jje a lieauti
fully dressed little girl foaming with
lace frills. led l*y a trained nurse in
α gray and white uniform.
They were
actually bciug let out of the lift. wLk-h
had swooped down with appalling
swiftness by a man i:i livery
iiut
"Good heaveus," 1 exclaimed,
1

queer place for
to be lu."

a

a

of the prince's it-wets.
No rhlld of the king who 1* under
an
marry without the
twentj lite
king's «ornent. Siip|N»dng. however, a
prin e over t u eiity-liv e desired to marry
and the king refused his consent, then
the prince ould glv* notice of his lnteution to the privy loumll. After that
he would have to restrain bis patience
for a whole year. If during that time
either the house of lords or the bouse
of commons disapproved of the marriage It could not lake place, ltut If
both houses of parliament were satisfied the prim-· could marry the woman
uUl

of his choice.
A print e lias not even the right to educate Ills own children, for ft was long
has the
ngo laid down that the klug
care and education of his grandchildren

while they

minors.—London

ERRATIC SCicftCE.

child and its nurse

"My dear girl, iliey live there," :-aid
Mrs. Ess Kay rather scornfully. "Thai

are

Telegraph.

Some Wonderful Answers by School·

room Small Boys.
"Mushrooms
always grow in damp
Is Mrs. Harvey Uichmount Taylour's
places, aud so they look like umbrellittle Rosemary with her nurse."
las," wrote a small boy in the science
"People live on top of those poles
examination. Other examples of the
like Jack lu a beanstalk!" 1 exclaimed
"howler" are compiled by a writer In
"How appalling·"
the Scientific American:
As 1 looked through the hallway up
ail the

sprang the lift once more, tierce and
swift as one of the rockets which 1
used as a < hild to be afraid might
Λ minute of susstrike the angels.
pense and it swooped down again with
I felt as If it were
two girls In It.
a thing I oughtn't to be seeing tomehow; it was so mu. li like spying ou
the digestive apparatus of a .skeleton
"You see." explained Mrs. Ess Kay,
"the Tuvlours and oilier people were
frightfully anxious to get In. Tiw rest
of the building will be finished soon,
and this Is going to be one of the
swcllest apartment houses la New

York."
"This an apartment house!" cried 1.
thinking of the dull streets in Loudon,
where almost every door has "Apartments" printed over it in gilt letters
<5r else hanging crooked and dejected
card.
"But, oh—perhaps you
it's flats."
"For goodness sake, don't say 'flats
to Margaret Taylour," exclaimed Mrs
Ess Kay. marshaling me into the

on

a

mean

mammoth skeleton. "Over here, only
commou people live in flats; our sort
"
have 'anartmeuts.'

"Air is the most necessary of
elements. I. llieio were no such thing
as alt* I w< ul I not be writing this essay now. nl-o there would be no pneumatic tires, which would be α sad loss.
"Electricity and lightning are of the

nature, the only différence being
ii^litnin^ is often several miles In
length, while electricity Is only u few
eame

tliut

Inches.
"Air usually has uo weight, but
found to welfch about fifteen pounds to
α square Inch.
"The axis of the earth Is an Imaginary line on which the earth Is supposed to take lis dally routine.
"The difference between air and water Is that air can be made wetter, but
water

cannot.

"Gravity Is chiefly noticeable lu the
autui.iu when the apples ure falling
from the trees.
"Thi.igs which are equal to each
r! e.
other are equal to myth!
"A parallel straight Hue Is one whl h
If produced t«> meet Itself does u· t
niu.il

"The blood Is

by inspired air."

putrefied

In tb<> lui.

s

The New York Id··.
"Little Ihi)\"
-Huhr
"Ih> you kn<>« nhrre llroadwav I*'·'·
"Sav, wot you»«· take me fer?"
"Well. where I· Itr
know''"
"Λιτ, don't youse lielleve I
"Yes, of «our»··, but I dou't know.

Toll me how to get then· from here."
"Aw, you· know bow."
1
I atn α stranger.
"I du out.
baven t the l^*t Idea where It In."
"Quit yer kffltllu·."
"Where—1»— Broad wuy?"

"G'wau!"

"This way or that way?"
"Yer strlngin' me."
"Will you tell me where Broadway

tor

"Hey, Jimmy, here's u guy wot nee
he dou't know where Broadway is!"—
New York Times.

<«.

'«a

"γν js* w

I do believe (here munt be sometithuj
e/ievlul at/out peunute.
"It's just the other wuy round with
ue," I explained. "Tliose who have
flot» would be furious if you said they

lived iu apartments."
"You English are so quaiut in some
ways." remarked Mrs. Ess Kay, and
though I didn't answer. 1 was sur
prised. It's nil well enough for us to
think Ame.'k-nm odd, sud we are accustomed to that, for everybody says
they are, but that they should think
our ways comic does seem extraordi

nary, almost improper.
By this time we were in the lift,
which shut upon us with a vicious
snap and then tossed us up toward the
I do hope oue
roof of the world.
doesn't experience the same sensation
in dying, though iu that case It would
be worse g ting down than up.
Before I had time to do more than
gasp we were at the top, and as we
waited for an Instant outside Mi's
Harvey Ulchmouut Taytour's door I

should have liked to pinch my cheek*
lest my fright bad left me pale.
Vic has a friend who lives In u
flat near the park for the seusou, ami

Th· Brakeman's Advie·.
Down In Maine Is u town called
Burnhuui, situated ou a small branch
railroad that Joins the malu line at
Burnhatri Junction. One day as the
train approached the lutter place the
brakeman eutered the car and In his
usua! stentorian tones weut through
his regular rigmarole when a station

and junction ure reached.
"Burnliam Junction!" he shouted.
"Buruham Junction! Change car*» for
Leave no articles in the
Burnhani!
car!
Burn'aui,
cotl's.

Burn'am!"

—

Llppln·

One Thing He Could Not Hav·.
there was no sort of toy
which could be bought and for which
Flarold had expressed a desire that
was not In his possession, be still had
"I know
bis unsatlsiied louglngs.
what I wish I was, mother," he said
one day when his own big brother
had goie away and the little boy
across the street was ill.
"Yes, dear." said his mother. "Perhaps you can be it, Ilarold; mother
will help you. Is It to play soldier?"
"No, indeed!" said Harold scornfully. "I Just wish I was two littl·

Although

dogs,

so

I

could

Youth's Companion.

play

together."··

!
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Pari· HOI.
ttret Baptist Church, Ββν. β. W. F. H1I, pastor.
Preaching every Sunday at 10:45 k. m.
Sunday School at IS. Sabbath evening service
T. P. S. C. Κ. Tuesday evening.
at 7 ·36.
Prayer Meeting Thursday evening at 7 SO. Covenant Meeting the last Friday before the 1st
Sunday of the month at 330 r. M. All not
otherwise connected are cordially Invited.
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Pnprittart.
A. E. FOKBSS.
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Terms :—$1 JO a year If paid strictly Id advance,
otherwise 12.00 a year. Single copies 4 cents.
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A very happy sorprise party war given
Austin P. Stearns Wednesday evening,
Jan. 20th, by the Jolly Twelve and their
invited guests to the number of twentytwo. Refreshments were served, whist
played and a right good time enjoyed by
all, the occasion being his birthday.
Flora B. Murch was the guest of
Wilma L. Robinson a few days last week.
The Ladies' Circle will meet next
Tuesday evening instead of Friday at
Cummings Hall. Supper will be served
The men have the supper in
at six.
charge, and will do everything to make
it one of the best. After the supper
Admission 10
there will be a social.
cents to all who bring something for the
tables. To those who do not, an extra
fee will be charged. All are cordially

υνκκτιβκιικ.τΓβ — All legal advertisements
are given three ronsectlve Insertions for $1.80

per Inch In length of column. Special contracts
made with local, transient and yearly advertisers.

Job PMjrrrso —New type, fast presses, electric
power, experienced workmen and low prices
combine to ma* rhle department of oar bualaess complete and popular.
in«LE COPIES.
Single Copies of the Democrat are four cent·
each. They will be mailed on receipt of price by
the publishers or for the convenience of patrons
jingle copies of each Issue have been ρ lace· I on
«ale at the following places In the County
Shurtleff's Drug Store.
South Paris,
Noyés1 Drug Store.
Norway,
Shine's Drug Store.
Alfred Cole. Postmastei.
Buckfleld.
Mrs. Harlow. Post Offlce.
Purls Hill,
T. White.
Samuel
West Paris,
Γ. A. Shurtleff A Co.

invited.

The reports from Miss Annie Parris,
who submitted to a critical operation
Coming Events.
last Monday, are all favorable to full recovery.
Maine
of
Conference
Jan. Λ-24.—Fourth annual
Bovs, with the churches of Lewtston and
Greenwood.
Auburn.
Feb. 2.—Oxford Pomona Grange. Brvant'» Pond.
Presa
Annual meeting of Maine
Feb. 3,
Association, Augusta.
March 1.—Town Meeting.
Judicial Court, Sou.h Pari»
Marché

Supreme

NKW

ADVKKnSKMK.NTS.

Rheumatism Cannot be Cured Unless l"rlc-0
Is Used.
Prejudice Against Glasses.
A Shingle Machine (or Sale.
Notice of A ppotntment.
Probate Notices.
Grows Hair on Bald Heads.
Your Attention.
Pre-stock Taking Sale.
Bert's Corn Cure.
J. F. Plummer.
Are Tour Kidneys Sick?
Legislative Notices.
Statement of Oxford County P. of H. Mutual
Fire Insurance Co.
Statement Franklin Fire Insurance Co.
Uncle Tom's Cabin.
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Here and There.
This is a rather famous centenary year,
foriu 1609 were born a number of men
of national and world-wide fame in
statesmanship, science and lettersHannibal Hamlin,
Abraham Lincoln,
William Ε Gladstone, Edgar Allan Toe,
Alfred Tennyson. Charles Robert Darwin, and numerous others—and the anniversaries will be observed in various
styles, few of them passing without at
least general note uf the event by the
of the
newspapers. Also the centenary
birth of Andrew Johnson, once president
of the United States, occurred some
weeks ago. That's the difference.
A bill has been introduced in the legislature to change the state llagof Maine
from that now authorized and established by law to the form used during the
civil war. How many of our readers
know what the tiag was which was used
during the war? And then again, how

many know the Hag uow established by
law? And still again, how many knew
But safe to say
we had a state tiag?
there isn't one who doesn't know what
the tiag of the United States is.

And speaking of emblems, the pine
cone and tassel has been adopted as the
floral emblem of Maine, and a most appropriate one it is. But nothing has
The
pine
ever been more abused.

which made Maine the Pine Tree State,
and which is yet destined, in process of
time, to give to the state more wealth
than any other tree except the spruce, is
the fast-growing white pine, which here
flourishes as if in its own garden. But
the emblem which is universally used is
the cone and tassel of one of the other
pines—trees which, to be sure, grow in
Maine, but not at their beet, and are
much less widely distributed than the
white pine, of slow growth, comparatively small, of inferior quality, and cut a very
small figure in the forests products of the
state. Even the valuable little pocket
manual of the "Forest Trees of Maine,"
recently issued by the state forestry department. uses on its title page the cone
and tassel of the pitch pine, and the
border of the cover design is of the
If it is the pitch pine cone which
same.
ia officially the emblem, it would be well
to change it.

I

f

J

The snow storm Sunday was reported
all tbe way from 10 to 24 inches. But
little road breaking was done Monday on
account of the wind, and consequently
there was no mail. Tuesday they were
broken out, but so bad was the traveling that although two horses were used
the mail was one and one-half hours
late. It was much the heaviest snow
storm of the season, and if it stays on no
more will be wanted for tbe winter.
Dr. Talraage used to say there is no
such thing as a happen so, but Frank
Morgan thinks the hunter's luck is one
exception at least. He has formerly
been very successful hunting deer, generally securing his complement during
the open season, but last fall bad lnck
seemed to follow him, and although he
tried all through the open season not a
deer succumbed to his rifle.
Quite similar was his luck at first fox
hunting. For a while he lost the fox,
trap and all, but later fortune seemed to
smile on him so that one day he captured
four and did fairly well to the end of the
He caught a part of his game
season.
in wire snares, and when he went to
take up the last two, being some distance away, he found a fox in one and a
mink in the other, the two estimated t<>
be worth eleven dollars.
Several weeks ago Chas. B. Brooks
came up here from his home in Bristol,
partly on a visit and at the same time
taking orders for tea and coffee as mentioned at the time. He has been with
his folks about here ever since, has had
several ill turns during the time, and
now we learn be is with hie son, Rev. C.
A. Brooks of Norway, and unable to return home.
Chickeu pox is still with us and usually goes hard this winter. At present it
is Mrs. Newton Bryant, and her son Wilmer, who are prostrated; the mother at
the same time being troubled with heart
disease, and the same is true in regard
to Clinton Cole, who is nearly S5 years
of age.
No, John, we never read Dante's Inferno since it never happened to come
this way, but have read Josephus' letter
to the Greeks on Hades, and have been
trying the last fifty years to find out
where he learned such a heathenish
doctrine, since it cannot be found in the
Old Testament nor in tbe Apocrypha.
Possibly he deduced It from the Talmud,
which we never read; but how a person
of common sense can take any stock in
such an absurd, not to say monstrous,
doctrine, it is hard to understand.
We never can expeet to compete with
Los Angeles in planting potatoes early,
although they begin to sprout in the cellar, thus reminding us that spring and
planting time will be here some day.
East Brownfield.
Mr. an.i Mrs. Walter Bickford entertained the I'niverealist Circle, January
20. A picnic supper was served to sev-

enty people.

Mrs. L. R. Giles has returned from a
Portland hospital, apparently quite im
proved in health.
Miss Marion Johnson is spending a few
weeks in Boston and vicinity.
Miss Isabel Stickney, who is staying
η Portland this winter, was calling or
friends here, January 16.
i Miss Helen Hill has been filling th<
in
the
legislature position, recently occupied by Miss Alict
The Democrats
could hardly do otherwise than sit down Moore, at F. R. Bradbury's.
S. W. Rowe has been kept in doors for
hard ou Mr. Montgomery, one of their
number, for standing sponsor for the several days, on account of a severe cold.
At a recent business meeting. Mr. C.
bill extending the ninety-tive per cent
rebate on the Bangor and Aroostook D. Fessenden was appointed a director
Railroad tax for another ten years. The of Hiram Creamery Company.
railroad tax rebate was adopted by the
Democrats as one of their pet issues in
the campaign of 1906, and worked for aW
Virgil Flood visited in Farmington the
it was worth, indeed, for much more past week. He lias two brothers living
than the Demoeratic party was entitled there, Eugene and William.
Mrs. Asa Frost has not been as well
to. In the last campaign it was again
worked, though not to the same extent. for a week or more. Her health is not
Democratic member good any time.
That a leading
Mrs. C. W. Fartridge has a bad cold
should now make himself responsible
for the measure continuing the rebate now.
Mrs. R. W. Knight spent the day at
makes a peculiar situation, and the
Democrats of the legislature are able to W. S. Partridge's the 20th.
Mrs.
Christine
see the fact.
Stephens returned
from Massachusetts the 15th. Mrs. Horr
remained in Massachusetts.
The election of a Democratic United
States Senator in Oregon by a RepubliDenmark.
can legislature, because his election was
There are quite a number of cases of
the
before
legisthe
people
pledged by
measles in town, and a numb >r of cases
lature was elected, is what seems like that have not been
reported to the local
rather a peculiar product of modern board of health. The law is
very strict
political methods and conditions, but it in regard to this matter, and requires
at least has the merit of carrying out the
in hie
a
case
householder
having
every
expressed wish of the people.
family, or any physician knowing of any
case, to report the same within twentyNever was there a more impressive four hours.
The Denmark Whist Club meets every
demonstration of tbe value of any device
than the showing made by wireless teleg- Saturday night.
Mr. Geo. Chase of Portland spent the
raphy in the case of the White Star
Line steamer Republic, which was in day here last Saturday and went fisbiug
collision with another steamer off Nan- with Harold Perkins.
Sewall Perkins and son are in town.
tucket Saturday morning, and later went
Mr. and Mrs. Algernon .lewett andown while being towed to New York.
By the wireless the alarm was sent out nounce the marriage of their daughter
at once after the collision, and almost Florence to Mr. Edwin N. Haskell ol
immediately a number of vessels were South Paris, last Tuesday, the 19th.
hurrying to the relief of the great liner, Many invited friends were present, and
rendered helpless by the collision. She a large number of beautiful present!
was reached, and over 900 passenger* were presented.
were safely taken oil. besides about half
as many more from the Florida, which
Mrs. William McAuley is very much
was the other vessel in the collision.
improved in health.
Not a life was lost, except that six peoSmall Bros, put in two hundred cakes
ple weie killed by the collision itself. of ice this week.
is
almost
it
But for wireless telegraphy,
Mr. and Mrs. Elmer Berry entertained
certain that at least \ portion of that the whist club at their home on Saturwould
half
of
a
and
people
thousand
day evening.
have gone down.
Sewell Perkins and son Henry arc
visiting at Aaron Welch's, from WalThe Lincoln Centenary.
tham, Mass.
Mae Wood was in Brownfield Friday
Statk or Maine, Educational De· afternoon.
pabtment.

Jaoob Paine Curtli who bu been iwy
Morning eerrtoes were held in the
for tbe lut few
cburchee Snndny morning, Jan. 17, bnt ill and in falling health
on Sunday the 17th, from
owing to the storm nil evening aervlcea month· died
uremic poiiioning. The beginning of
were omitted.
illness date· back 27 year·,
Monday mow aboveling was the gen- Mr. CurtI·'
and at time· be has been a great sufferer.
eral oconpation.
Mr. Cartia who Iked on a farm about a
Tuesday the W. C. T. U. met with mile
west of the Tillage, haa made it hla
Mrs. Horace Andrews.
and waa well
Mrs. Hutobina, who suffered from a borne there for 40 years
rebroken leg some weeks ego, was taken known ; and a kind man, universally
waa born May 9th 06 yeara
to a Portland hospital Saturday and has spected. He
4th ehild
submitted to an operation and favorable ago in Woodstock and waa the
of Croaby and Mary (Paine) Cnrtia.
reports are received.
alz children in the family of
Monday evening four of the Ε. Ο. K. There were
one brother,
A. were initiated at Garland Chapel. whom only two survive,
and one sister,
The Merlin (Rev. W. C. Curtis) of Castle Ambrose of Rumford,
of thla place. Mr.
Bethel has been appointed a member of Mrs. D. C. Churchill
Heath who surthe State Advisory Board in Ε. Ο. E. A. Curtis married Cyntbia
her futufe
Work with the title of Viscount of Ox- vives him, and who will make
H. B.
ford. He and three of the boys are bome with their only child, Mra.
The farm atock of
attending the fourth annual boys' con- Tuell of this plaoe.
five cows, aome sheep, hens, etc., Is being
ference at Lewiston.
will be aold.
The public schools in the brick build- disposed of and tbe farm
service waa held at the
ing were closed for one week Saturday, The funeral
the 19th,
Jan. 16, on account of scarlet fever. Universaliat church, Tueaday
conduoted by Rev.
The prompt action of the superintendent at 11 o'clock and
There were flowers
of schools and board of health ia to be Isabella 8. Macduff.
commended. No new cases having ap- from the Good Will Society and sixtyand a pillow from
peared the school probably will re-open six white pinks
relatives.
Monday.
Misa Althea M. Page formerly of this
Chester Bean has returned to New
place and Mr. Fred P. Logan were quietYork.
bome of her aunt Mra.
Saturday evening the home of Judge ly married at the
at two
and Mrs. Herrick was the scene of a B. P. Dunham, Saturday tbe 10th
of twenty boya and girla,
schoolmates and friends of their daughter Margaret. The evening was spent in
playing games. Dainty refreshments
were served.
Judge and Mrs. Herrick
joined with their daughter in making
this an evening long to be remembered
by the young people.
Messrs. Ceylon Rowe, D. H. Hastings
and Mr. Bowler, the committee appointed to investigate the "electric light
plants," have been away this week on a
tour of inspection. The corporation has
voted $800 per year and another meeting
•rill soon be held to hear the report of
the committee and make final plans.
The sum of $72.00 was raised for the
Italian sufferers at the card party.

pleasant party

Oxford.

T. A. Roberts Post G. A. R. and W.
R. C. met on Jan. 10 at Temperance
Hall. A dinner was served in the hall
to the families of the members of the
Post and Corps. In the afternoon the
officers for the ensuing year were installed, C. T. Wardwell installing officer and
Capt. Hamlin Bucknam of A. A. Dwinal
Poet, officer of the day, as follows:
Com.—Cyrus Chaplin.
8. V.—F. Β. Λ η tire we.
J. V.-ffm. Martin.
Adit.—J. F. Fuller.

Q.M.-A. J. Holden.
Chaplain—W. W. Andrews.
O. D.—Geo. Knight.
S. M.—Almon Crooker.

Q. M.S.—Wm. Faunce.
Surg.—David Staples.
O. G.—A. T. Stone.

A special meeting was held by the W.
R. C. to install their officers, Bertie M.
Phillips installing officer, Jean Agnes
Chandler conductor:
Rattle A. Andrews.
Free
S. V.—Martha L. Holden.
J. V.—Hattle Chad bourne.
—

Trea».—Georgia Cash.
Sec —Caroline E. Carmen.
Chaplain—C. Ella Edwards.
Con.—Marcla Cook.
G.—Clara Warren.
A. C.—Abbv Lovejoy.
A. G.—Maria Heslop.
Pat. Inst —Augusta C. Jones.
Press Cor
Lydla Spurr.
—

Musician—Lulu

Color

Stone.
Bearers—l«t Slbble Hanscom.
2d Mary Frost.
3d Annie Elden.
4th Ida Davis.

There were remarks by the newly installed president Hattie Andrews, Capt.

Bucknam, Commander Chaplin, Com-

rades Andrews and Wardwell, Rev. Mr.
Farnsworth, Bertie M. Phillips and a
duet sung by Mr. Farnsworth and Miss
Ida Stone. The retiring president Jean
Agnes Mulholland Chandler was presented by Angie Chaplin in behalf of the
Corps with a salad dish and berry spoon
in token of their regard and appreciation
of her work in the order, to which she
responded in a brief and heartfelt manner, expressing much gratification and

These installations were public and many visitors were present,
Capt. and Mrs. Bucknam of Mechanic
Falls being among the number.
On Tuesday evening at Robinson Hall
there was a public installation of the
officers of the Pythian Sisters of Craigie
Temple, No. 41, Mrs. Georgia Cash installing officer, Mrs. Emma Holden

surprise.

grand conductor:

M. E. Chief—Mrs. 1.111a Scribner.
Ε Sen —Mr·. Mamie Farrls.
E. Jr.—Mrs. Abby Lovçjoy.
Man.—Miss Olive MarUn.
M. of R. and S.—Mrs. Ida P. Record.
M. of 8.—Mrs. Isabel Rennet.
P.—Mrs. Llnette Carey.
G.—Mr·. Emma Keene.

There were six little tlower girls. ice
A large cumber
cream was on sale.
The installation was folwere present.

lowed by

a

sociable.

Rev. Mr. Newton of Brunewick preached at the Congregationalist church Sun-

day.

Rev. Mr. Farnsworth of the M. E.
church will hold evangelistic meetings
at Welchville, assisted by Mr. Pierce of
Wiscasset.
Richard Irving has been taken to the
insane hospital at Augusta.
Herbert Denning is at work at Ilebron
at the sanatorium.
ffm. Lombard, overseer in the Robinson Manufacturing Co.'s mill, had the
fingers of one hand badly crushed in the
rollers of the machinery.

Bryant's Pond.
G. M. Thompson, of Portland, who is
employed in Chase's job office, will move
his family here and occupy the H. D.

The life

influence than that of
President Lincoln in the molding of
national character.
HU services to the uation rank among
the greatest achievement* of the century
in which he lived, while he bas been
universally held worthy of rank among
the truly great men of the werld.
It is strongly urged that on Friday,
February 12th, all the public schools of
the state join in exercises commemorative of the life of LincolL.
Such exercises might include the reading of the Gettysburg Address, of poems
and abstracts of sketches relating to bis
work and to that period of our national
history in which he was the commanding

powerful

figure.
Original
topics may

visitors
holding cards of invitation.
The heavy fall of snow on Sunday, the
17th inst., made very hard traveling oc
the roads for several days.
Despite the severity of the storm ovei
twenty persons braved the elements and
attended services at the Congregational
church and listened to an iûteresting
sermon from Pastor Eaton.
It seems as tbo' "Old Sumner" that sc
nobly sent over 100 men in response tc
Lincoln's call, ought in some fitting
manner to observe the ceatenary of bit
birth on Feb. 12. It is hoped that thie
may be done. Certainly the occasion it
worthy of hearty commendation and
great respect. There never was nor can
be but one Abraham Lincoln.
to

Mr. and Μη. Η. Α. Iriah «pent Sunday
iritb Lewi· Iriah of Bumford.
Rev. P. W. Lamb; paator of the Baptist church, went fo Boston Monday to
uaiat in the Chapman revival campaign.
If r. Lamb ia assigned to the eighth group.
of
Daring bis absence Bey. Mr. Pottle of
the M. B. church will have charge
the Bnckfleld and Snmner churches.
Mrs. Ο. H. Hersey and daughter Arvilla of Portland were at A. P. Warren's
Monday and Tuesday.
Mrs. Walter Morse of Bumford was
the guest of Mr·. A. T. Cole Tuesday.
Mr. and Mrs. H. A. Irish started for
Redlands, California, Monday, via the
Brand Trunk Β. B. to Chicago and from
there via the Santa Pe through the
Grand Canyon. Tbey will visit Mr.
Irish's sister, Mrs. Albert Austin, of
Redlands, and return about the drat of

May.

One of the most interesting and successful affaire of our usually quiet village occurred on Tueeday evening when
the ladies of the Buckfield Literary Club
observed gentlemen's night at the spacious and well furnished home of Mr.
Cole on High Street.
Nearly sixty people of the village and
vicinity were present, comprising the

and Mrs. B. O.

C. L. Heath is confined to the house
with the grippe.
Arthur F. Cushman is going to Boston
where he will take a musical course.
The date of the drama was necessarily
postponed, and it is now announced that
it will be presented Jan. 27 at Dudley's
Hall.
Mrs. Jairus Dudley of Bethel visited
last week at A. P. Bowker'e.
The great comet, called Halley's, will
visit us this year and is announced to
appear some time in October. Its last
Are there any readers
visit was in 1835.
of the Democrat who can remember that
incident?
Hebron.

The gentlemen gave the circle supper
Tuesday and made a success of it.
Eighty-four sat down to the supper and
with
were
well served
everything
good. A pleasant evening was passed
all
present.
by

The roads have been in very bad condition since the storm of Sunday.
Ice is being harvested and wood hauled, but the snow is so loose the roads
do not improve.
It is expected that Professor Joy will
be able to take up his school dutiea

Monday.
Mr. Joel Foster has been visiting rela-

Mies Nina Glover was at home fora
few days recently.
North Waterford.

Will McAllister had the misfortune to
lose a horse Monday. It dropped dead
in the woods.
About sixteen inches of snow fell
here.
Eva McAllister is at home. She bad
the first and second degrees conferr«d on
her in the Waterford Grange Friday

night.

Mrs. Liuie Jewett visited her niece,
Mrs. Annie Hazelton, Friday afternoon,
and they attended the grange together
that evening.
Winfleld McAllister went to Norway
Saturday and got a load of grain.
Mrs. Sarah York is some better.

appropriate
upon
essays
be prepared and read by
Albany.
schools.
and
of
grammar
students
bigh
WUson'e Mills.
Looks like an open winter? Aboul
no
would
citizen·
of
oar
Very many
inches of snow fell Sunday and tc
C. T. Fox is very sick with pneumonia.
doabt respond wilHngly to the invitation twenty
break oat the roads it took four and five
S. W. Bennett was in town Sunday.
of teachers to address the pupils of their
of horses to each roller, and then il
Ν. K. Bennett of Norway is visiting
schools upon the critical events of the pairs
The R. F. D. man his daughter, Mrs. Wilson.
was very alow work.
Civil War.
could get only over part of his route last
C. I. Wilson has finished toting for J.
Especially appropriate as a part of
x
W. Buckman and is two-sledding for D.
N
this observance would be the presenta- Monday.
Lauren Lord injured hia leg quite bad' A. Cameron.
tion to the school of a Lincoln portrait
one day laat week.
Peter Bennett is spending a few days
or oast, or a framed copy of the Gettys- ly
Abner Kimball's little girl cut a three with his brother, T. J. Bennett.
burg Address.
inch gaah in her leg by falling on a
Dr. Norris of Colebrook is attending
Will you kindly take these suggesdoable-bitted ax. Dr. Tibbetta dressed C. T. Fox.
tions under consideration at onoe and
Dr. Cook of Colebrook was called to
it, and it is doiog nicely.
bring them to the attention of your
A poverty ball at Hunt's Corner Jan. see W. L. Fiokett last week.
teachers, pupils and citizens?
A
ia
to
be
to
29tb.
the
given
prixe
Sunday, the 17tb, was very stormy,
Payson Smith,
worat looking couple.
snow ana wind.
State Supt. of Public Schools.

Legislature.

held Tueeday
Republican
evening, though not folly attended
owing to lack of notice, dlsoloaed the
fact that there le considerable Republican sentiment in favor of repealing the
Sturgla law. A number 10 expressed
▲
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North Paris.

has

delayed

during

the past twelve months. But
then it would be only a faint idea
at the best because those 722 farms contained more thaa 75,000 aores or more
than 117 square miles of farming land,
If stretched out in a straight line they
would cover a strip more than 200 feet
in width all the wav across the Continent from New York to San Francisco.
The total value of this immense tract,
or more properly, collection of tracts,
which were sold through the E. A.
given

L. J. Trask and wife were at A. B.
Abbott's last week.
A. B. Abbott sprained his ankle quite
badly while breaking roads last week.
Bert Fuller baa a job cutting and
drawing birch for Lewis Mann.
Dea. Dunham and wife spent a few
days at their place at West Paris last

week.
A broken board

Twenty-Two

at the mill here
work a short time.
saw

Lois Hollis, who is attending high
school at South Paris, is entertaining
the mumps at her boarding place.
Mr. and Mrs. Moses Dow, who have
been staying at his brother's, Β. K.
Dow'e, since being burnt out some six
or seven weeks ago, have moved on to
the place bought of Alger Wheeler adjoining their farm.
Little Carl Hollis, son of Mr. and Mrs.
A. T. Hollis, while crackiog nuts pounded a supposedly empty cartridge shell
causing It to explode, cutting him about
the face and arms quite badly so that
two stitches bad to be taken. He is doing well now.
Mrs. Maud Wescott of Portland bas
been visiting her parents, Mr. and Mrs.
M. D. Foes.
Mrs. Ε. H. Andrews of Brunswick has
been visiting friends in this vicinity re-

Strout Company of New Tork, Boston
and Philadelphia during 1908, was more
than

12,000,000.

Renew Your Youth.

Never before has the struggle for social and commercial success been so keen
as in our own day, and to the viotor and
the vanquished alike comes a time when
Nature
nerves and body cry for rest.
-and science have combined to produce
an environment where tired men and
On the
women may renew their youth.
main line of the Grand Trunk Railway
System, at St. Catharines, Ontario, it
situated "The Weiland," where the ills
of life are alleviated by bathing in the
Saline Springs of the "St. Catharines
Well," under proper medical supervision
and attendance. Apply to 130 St. Jamei
Street, Montreal, for booklet and farther
information.
A CURE FOR MISERY.

day but owing
obliged to come baok.

Pryeburg.

roads

was

*

Henry Stevens of Fryeburg, Maine,
dted Jan. 22, 1909, aged 85. For the last

I AUegash

by

duced

branch.

Representative

c0°eld®[®bI®w

officS

I name to take effect on Jan.

1,1^1®·
A bill introduced by Senator Ha"tings
will If passed make quite a change in th

I
enforcement of the prohibitory law. It
1 repeals that section of the lawfinewhich
and
elves the court choice between a

sentence, and would make •™Pri·0?1*
ment mandatory In all cases where it is

a jail

petHion
by
nTeg1«lati!ra
^Lu^ondî^oXd cS toW
I
and
either

wholly
period
I ward partially
Stony Brook in
nlnfiini?

for

a

afterParis and

Hebron, restricting the catch in Overset
Pond In Greenwood, and restricting win-

fishing In Lower Kezar Pond.
A bill introduced by Stanley of Ρ°**®Γ
sets off certain lands in the town of Dento Bro-n».ld
m.rk .nd «0.»
A bill introduced by Mr. Biabee or
Romford fixes the compensation of the
couoty commissioners of Oxford County
at $500 per annum and actual cash.ex-

S. B. & Z. S. PRINCE,

ihiefly composed of Reeorcin, Beta NapIt makes the
;bol and Pilocarpln.
icalp healthy, nourishes the hair, atimu-

atea the follicles.
Where tbe bead is
already bare, It entera tbe foiliclea, reritalizea tbe roots, supplies nourishment
tnd stimulates a new growth.
to try a few bottles of
We want

ABBOTT BLOCK, NORWAY, MAINE.

Ό

you
flexall "93" Hair Tonic, on our personal
that
tbe trial will not cost you
guarantee

ι

penny If it does not

give

A Genuine Stock

you absoluto

latisfactioo. That's proof of our faith
η this remedy and it should indisputibly demonstrate that we know what we
ire talking about when we say that

and Pants for Boys and
Children and Overcoats

Kexall "93" Hair Tonic will grow hair
bald heads, except of course, where
jaldness baa been of such long duration
;bat tbe roots of the hair are entirely
lead, tbe foiliclea closed and grown over,
ind tbe acalp la glazed.
Remember, we are baaing our state·
nenta upon what has already been ac10 no pi is bed by tbe use of Rexall "93"
Elair Tonic, and we have the right to aslume that what it has done to hundreds
if others it will do for you. In any
iventyou cannot lose anything by giving
Two
t a trial on our liberal gnarantee.
lizes, 50c. and $1.00. F. A. Shurtleff
& Co., South Paris, Me.
>n

for Men.
Not

reason

them,

use

even

when

imperatively
they
They may be sensible persons
and display good judgment in
respect

they

act most

to

one

$15.00
13.00

to the

10.00

RICHARDS,
St., South Paris, Mc.

4·οο
3-50
a.75
2 ΟΟ

bridges

changes inslntrodnCed

by Senator through the heart, and this is going on
Hastings to ratify the organization of every minute of our lives.
the Virginia Spring Water Co. and to auIf tbe Kidneys are well they filter just
thorize the company to issue bonds.
I Mr. Hastings bas also Introduced a so much blood, but if tbey are sick or
wat" weak from any cause they leave the
bill to prevent the pollution
£f act poison
supplies and their sources. The
in the blood, and this poison
gives the state board of health générai
the entire system.
poisons
used
for
waters
inland
of
all
oversight
Wben
you consider their great work
ice
or
water
supply; emP°*:
municipal
ering the board to glve hearings and and the ease with which they become
providing full legal machinery for the deranged, can you wonder at ill-health
The turn of
enforcement of Its decrees.

I $4,000 annually Is appropriated
I out the provisions of the act.

sickness?
to carry and

Ertry Woman Will Be later··ted.
If you have pain· In the back, Urinary, Bladder or Kidney trouble, and want a certain, pleasant herb cure for woman's Ills, try Mother
Gray's Aastraliaa-I>*r. It Is a safe and
or by mall
never-falling regulator. At Druggists
Addrene,
90 cents.
Sample package TREE.
3-6
The Mother Gray Co., Le Bor Ν. T.

A POSITIVE CURE

FOR INDIGESTION.

Ρ·η

ϊλιι

wnnH«r at

thn

alarmintr in.

and prevalency of Kidney trouble?
Bloodlne cures all
Kidney, Liver,

crease

Bladder,

and Blood Diseases.

just
required by nursing

Bloodine contains
ment

The greatest system tonic in the world.

_

F. A. SHURTLEFF & CO.

The Franklin Fire Insurance
Company of Philadelphia.

ASSETS DEC. 31, 1908.
$ 200,000 00
Beal Estate
46,238 00
Loans,
Mortage
none
Collateral Loans,
2,208,225 00
Stocks and Bonds,
96
101,614
Cash In Office aid Bank,
144,078 69
Agents' Balance·,
none
Bills Becelvable,
73102
Interest and Rents,
490 00
All other Assets,

$2,701,87968
Gross Asset1
LIABILITIES DEC. 81,1906.
$ 96,348 60
Met Unpaid Losses
1,629,91911
Unearned Premiums
13,64313
AII other Liabilities
400,000 00
Cash Capital
661,868 62
health level Surplus over all LlablllUes,

"""""fai'D

Young

44

44

"

44

"

44

Men's Overcoats...
44

"

44

"

44

"

44

....
....

Josephine E. Dudley, late of Woodstock,
deceased ; will and petition for probate thereof
presented by Ansel Dudley, the executor therein named.

Catherine K. Sererjr, late of Dlxfleld, de
seased ; petition for the appointment of Byron C.
Walte or some other suitable person as administrator of the estate of said deceased, presented
by Alvah A. Walte, nephew.

...

7.39

638
5.25

85c

2.68

75e

2.37
1.68

65c

1.38

Pants.... 79c

65c

Child's Pants

50c

"

"

44

44

44

44

59e
49e
39e

F. PLUMMER, SSSL·.

J.

31 Market

Square, SOUTH PARIS, ME.
Telephone

106-3.

SPECIAL SALE

Hatchet

Brand

CANNED OOODS.
Strictly First Quality

at

the

10 per cent, discount on
en lot.
Assorted to suit.

one

doz-

duality.

See Our Window Display.

N. Dayton Bolster & Go,
88 MARBLBT

ΡΔΗΙβ,

SOUTH

...

at

SQUAHBI,

MAINE

Η A Τ S

Greatly

...

Reduced Prices.

ALSO A COMPLETE LINE OF

LADIES' and CHILDREN'S
Underwear and Hosiery.
Miss S. M.

MARKET

Sarah D. Hawkins, late of Norway, debased : petition for the appointment of Frank
EI. Beck as trustee of a fund left bv said deceased for the benefit of the first Unlverssltst
Parish of Norway, presèoted by Moees P. Sell···*
ind Stephen B. Cumtnlngs, two of the trustees
jfsald fund.

"

$8.68

$1.00 Child's

....

....

8.98

Child's Knee Pants.

....

....

..$10.98

...

Black Beaver Overcoats

Price of Medium

the nourish
mothers.

Sick Kidneys are positively cured by
If yon have indigestion, your food Bloodine.
ferment· in the stomach and bowels. It
If run down, worn out, tire at least exdoe* more: it decay·, and the nutritions
matter which should go to make new ertion, Bloodine la just what you need.
blood decay· with it, and this leads to
PROBATE NOTICES.
an impoverished condition of the blood,
to nervousness, biliousness, constipa- To all
persons Interested In either of the fcrtatc
hereinafter named :
tion, sick headache, bad breath which
Probate Court, held at Parle, In and
disgusts your friends, and other dis- forAttheaCounty
of Oxford, on the third Tuesday of
agreeable and unpleasant condition·.
Jan., In the year of our Lord one thousand
And all thia trouble ia caused by the nine hundred and nine. The following matter
thereupon
food that doesn't digest, but ferments having been presented for the action
hereinafter Indicated, It la hereby OaDxaxo :
and ofttimea rota in the atomach.
That notice thereof be given to all persons InAnd fermentation is caused by the terested, by causing a copy of this order to be
Oxatomach not being strong enongh and published three aweeks successively in atthe8outb
ford Democrat,
newspaper published
energetio enongh to thoroughly mix the Parts, In said County, that they may appear at a
Probate Conrt to be held at said Paris on
food with the digestive juices.
of Feb., ▲. D. 1909, at 9
MI-O-NA I· reaponaible for tens of the third Tuesday
of the clock In the forenoon, and be heard thereit
a
ia auch
thonaanda of ourea. In fact,
on If they tee cause.
positive cure for indigestion and all A
bljah C. Hall, late of Parts, deceased ; will
atomach tronblea that it ia guaranteed
and petition for probate thereof presented by
by F. A. Shurtleff à, Co. to cure or mon- Mary E. Hall, the executrix therein named.
ey back. The price of a large box of
EU·· W. Bcmls, late of Lovell, deceased:
Mi-o-na tablet· ia 50 oenta, ana they are
will and petition for probate thereof presented
aure to promptly relieve the worat case
by Moses K. Bemls, the executor therein nam id.
of indigestion or gaatritis. Try them.
George F. Bartlett, late of New Bedford,
In the Commonwealth of Massachusetts deceased : copy of will and petition for probate
thereof presented by Clarance II. BartleU, one
of the executors therein named.

(nmmnm-0-Mt)

44

44

44

^

Overcoats.

$5-50 Boys' Suits#*..$3 78
5·οο
3-28
2.98
4-5°

divj"}°,n

I

Kersey

44

between abutments on any main quickest.
thoroughfare, among the state, county
You cannot run a great piece of maland town, one-third of the expense to
chinery without attention of some kind.
°
each, and provides for a like
to have good
the cost of construction of new bridges Neither can you expect
in cases where the cost would make a health if you fail to look after your Kidtax of more than four mills on the town ney Machinery.
valuation. The Donigan bridge bill baa
Tbe blood passes through the Kidneys
also been rewritten Into a new draft with
thousands of times a day, as often aa
or more

Black

one.

9.00
7.50 Youths' Overcoats

'TrTtb.r

I

in every

11.00 and 12.00

Are your

Lpensation

a

saving opportunities

EYESIGHT SPECIALIST,

incurred. At present the comis »500 without allowance for

sense

goods—the
less in the

as

LET US EXAMINE YOUR EYES.

6 Pleasant

common

wanting money tied up in winter
loss now is better than certain

strong

as

first summons to surrender.

S.

prices—that plain

chance like this before it slips away—
gold are now offered at a fraction of
good
Read these items, there's a mine of money
their worth.

foolishly

yield gracefully

for the

reason

of not

Grip

values

A
and without any reason.
Contest with nature is hopeless, and it is the part of wis-

dom

on

Sale begins Monday, Jan. 26. at 8:30 A.
M. and continues until Saturday evening.
Jan. 30, 1909.

needed.

other matters, but in this

clearance of
A sale where

genuine

that a
future—the reason that I never carry goods over a season,
will not admit of it.
my motto of up to the second clothes

diced

are

is

reason

are
prejuagainst the wear·
ing of Glasses and positively de-

cline to

a

beautiful,

That's the

Glasses.
person

sale of odds and ends, but

a

up to the second garments.
the top shelf but price on the cellar.
The reason—warm weather of the early fall and winI bought heavily as in former years, maybe a little
ter.
heavier, and now I find my store packed full of choice merchandise that should be in the hands of my customers.

new,

quality

Prejudice Against

ΠΑΝΥ

Reducing

High Class Suits

Sale of

Kidneys sick ?
If you want to get well and stay well
"bridge bill" b» *.d.lu you must make the Kidneys well. The
appearance, this one having been pre- Kidneys are tbe most important organs
pared by State Commissioner of High- in tbe
body; they do the most work and
This divides the expense
wavs Sargent.
a
as
consequence
get out of order
ten
feet
all
of maintenance of
penses

"I have reached a higher
since I began using Dr. King's New Life
$2,701,379 66
Total Liabilities and Surplus,
Pills," writes Jacob Springer, of West
WM. J. WHEELER * CO., Agents,
South Paris, Maine.
Franklin, Maine.
'They keep my te
stomach, liver and bowels working just
JVOTIC&.
right." If these pills disappoint yon on
The subscribers hereby give notice that they
trial, money will be refunded at F. A. have
been
duly
appointed executors of the
Shurtleff & Co.'s drag store. 25c.
last will and testament of
#
ISAAC DAVI8, late of Fryeborg,
If Γοβ Are a Trill· Multlri
lu the County of Oxford, deceased. AU persons
▲boat the ilze of your sboei. It's tome satisfac- having demands against the estate of said desettletion to know that many people can wear shoes a ceased are desired to present the same for
size smaller by sprinkling Allen's Foot-ΚαμInto ment, and all Indebted thereto are requested to
them. Just the thing for Patent Leather Shoe·,
e. da vu.
and for breaking In New Shoes. Sold everyKDWABD N. DAVIS.
J ta. 191b, 19W.
35c.

few years Mr. Stevens has made his
home with his nephew, C. 0. Andrews,
of Lawrence, Mass. Mr. Stevens comes
of one of the oldest of our New England
families. His quiet manner and oneer·
ful disposition commended him to all1
with whom be came in contact. He Is
survived by a sister Amanda and a
brother Alexander of Fryeburg.
where,

YOURS SINCERELY,

roubles.
Tbe famous Rexall "93" Hair Tonic ia

ter

tbjm

time
Our first White Sale for 1909 will be some
some
show
to
bargains.
in Feb^y, when we expect

rhere the lose of color baa been due to a
liaeaae of the scalp. Yet, it ia not a
coloring matter or dye.
Tbia combination of curatives mixed
vlth alcohol as a stimulant perfects tbe
nost effective remedy for hair and soalp

was

gomery of Camden, a leading Democratic member of the house.
Representative William R.
of Waterville, looked upon as likely t®
"stir up the monkeys"
the Democratic side, made his debut
Thursday with a bill to abolish the
of assistant attorney general, the

Uaaked

RUMMAGE SALE.

IntroJ. H. Mont-

The bill

CURES CATARRH, ASTHMA,
Bronchitis, Croup, Coughs and Colds, at
misery money back. Sold and guaranteed b/(

"I have found a cure for the
cently.
malaria poison produces," says R. M.
"It's called
James of Louellen, S. C.
North Stoneham.
Eleotric Bitters, and comes in 50 cent
Howard Palmer broke his sleds and bottles. It breaks up a case of chills or
bad to go home Thursday.
a bilious attack in almost no time; and
Mr. and Mrs. Ou· Andrews attended it puts yellow jaundice clean ont of comthe installation of the Old Fellows at mission." This great tonic medicine and
No. 4 Lovell Saturday night.
blood puriSer gives quick relief la all
Willard Barker from Bridgton came to stomach, liver and kidney complaints
H. B. McKeen's Friday on his way to and the misery of lame back. Sold under
Peru to visit Gardner McAllister.
guarantee at F. A. Shurtleff & Co.'s
Perley MoKeen of North Lovell had a drug store.
orew of men cutting birch on his land
here Saturday.
The Maine
Sons of the American
H. B. McKeen, who has had a sore
Revolution will have their annual meetthroat, is better.
at
on
the 22d of February,
Riverton
ing
Myrtle and Albert Adams are visiting when the oration will be given by John
their aunt, Mrs. Etta Keniston, of Lovell
8. Wise, Esq., of New York.
Center this week.
J. C. Sawyer started for Norwav MonA HIGHER HEALTH LEVEL*
t· the bad

ALL FUR DRIVING COATS

Ια these day· when yoath U the movmake·
ig factor in business ; when a man
la mark at thirty-five and ia ready to
stlre at forty-five; when baaiaeaa houses
ension the man we call "middle aged"
sther than allow bla lagging Influence
Now is the time to secure one of the most comfortable
9 intrude upon the commercial roah, a
to ride. Come
aid head ia almoat fatal to any man'·
garments a lady can bave who is obliged
look them over and we will give you low prices
ope·. The following muat therefore
and
in
rove Interesting to people who are loaon them.
f ig their hair or who are bald.
Reeorcin ia one of the lateet and moat
ffsotive germ killera discovered by
Esti mated state expenditure· for the oience, and in connection with Beta
rapthol, which ia both germicidal and
ntleeptlc, a combination la formed
Sale. Then
rhicb destroys the germa which rob the
a
Saturday, Jan. 93rd, we shall open Rummage
lair of lta nutriment, and also creates a
are
that
shop-worn,
1910
This s more than two muiiou· lean and healthy condition of the scalp, we shall put on sale not nice fresh goods but those
We shall not list
tor»r tb.. tb. .xp.»dltor» lor MOT rbicb prevents the development of new
remnants and small lots that we are anxious to close.
;erma.
from next Saturday.
bj
Pilocarpln ia a well known agent for them but will be glad to show them to one week
Hersey of Houlton gives the raiiroad eatorlng the hair to ita natural color,

The moat strenuous opponent of repeal wu Senator Hastings of
Oxford, who" declared that be would
atand or fall by the law.
State Auditor Hatch reporte to the
leglalature deficiencies in the appropriations for 1907 and 1908 amounting in
all to 1102,874.61. The deficienclee are
In a number of departments, in several
of them being due to new laws the exact
Mon of which could not be estimat-

,,ΐ ηοϊ detected

here and there and we have
ing snow."

HEADED PEOPLE MAT ΘΚΤ A XEW
CHAHCE IN UFI.

themaelvea.

%
"ΖbiîtoTubstltute

rheumatism is so much worse of late little notice of those about him.
that she has had to let all of her boardMrs. C. H. Prince Is in Waterville
era go and had a physician from îforway with her danghter, Mrs. Bert Drumon
called
Friday.
mond, where Mr. and Mrs. Prince will
Advertised letters in West Paris post celebrate their golden wedding the last
23:
Jan.
office,
of this month.
Mr. Bert Piske and family have moved
Ralph Richardson.
M re. Carry Meyer.
here from Boston where Mr. Piske has
P. A. Crawford.
been employed in the btore of Gilchrist
Alphonse Heky.
will oocupy the rent in 6.
W. G. Hammond has bad a lively busi- & Co. They
W. Tilton'e house. Mr. and Mrs. Piske
ness killing pigs this season, one last
will be a welcome addition to the young
week bringing the number up to 40.
the town.
There is a hot contest for tbe office of people of
Collector Shaw had rather a lively
postmaster, several new candidates hav- time for a few minutes
Thursday trying
ing appeared of late.
to collect the corporation tax from one
Herbert Russell. No serious damage
West Sumner.
the tax
Mrs. Eva Whitman of Rumford, who was inflicted on either party but
has been spending a few days with Mr. is paid.
and Mrs. W. T. Bisbee, returned to her
Hiram.
home Tuesday.
Priday, the 2'2d, brings a January
The heavy snow storm of Sunday comthaw with mercury at 40.
pletely blocked the roads. Monday the
Mrs. Eli C. Wadsworth is recovering
cream cart was delayed and for the first
illness and avoiding pneutime this winter Cyrus and Alphonzo from a severe
Hazelton were unable to get through to monia.
Married in Hiram, Jan. 10. by LlewWest Paris with the milk which they
ellyn A. Wadsworth, Esq., Mr. Charles
ship daily to Portland.
both of
The R. F. D. from West Paris has been 6. Glines and Miss Avis Black,
extended to this village. The majority Hiram.
B.
Twitchell
Mr.
Walter
On Saturday
of the people object to it and as yet
where
there have been but four boxes put out. started for Tacoma, Washington,
will locate.
he
W. E. Doble is said to be gaining slowMr. Freedom Wadsworth is improving.
ly. He has not been out yet.
The Hiram Creamery will be managed
Α. Β Wheeler has moved into the
as before by Mr. Henry I. Mahouse that he
recently purchased of this year
son, the treasurer of the association,
Mrs. Hattie Young.
aided by his brother William and John
Deacon Moses Dow is now occupying
the house that he bought of A. B. demons.
Miss Etta Starbird remains in poor
Wheeler. His many friends are glad to
have him back so near the old bome health.
It ie rumored that a movement will be
again.
made to sell the town farm'as we have
Henry Proctor, who lost bis bed now
only four charges.
clothes in tbe recent fire, has been proMr. Eli demons is still infirm with
vided by his friends in this village with
rheumatism. His son, Samuel W., has
some nice warm quilts.
to the University of Maine,
Joyful news for the residents of West returned
he is taking a course as a civil
Sumner came over the wire Thursday where
night. A message was received from engineer.
Miss Mary O. Spring is visiting hei
Hon. John P. Swaeey assuring them
Blanche Page, at Fryeburg.
that their post office would be continued niece, Mrs.
and their stage would not be taken away
Lovell.
from them.
Mr. and Mrs. Mellen Eastman are on
m Its. au^euo auuicno ui muuonivn,
who bas been visiting friends here, left the sick list.
Β. E. Brow· and wife and Carrie E,
Friday for North Paris on her way home.
who were visiting in Boston
America Andrews of North Paris was Chapman,
and vicinity for a couple of weeks, have
in town Friday calling on old friends.
Howard Curtis has sold his farm and returned.
Mrs. C. H. Brown slipped and fell rewood lot to Ernest Damon. Mr. Damon
commenced lumbering cently, injuring her side quite badly, but
has already
is
improving.
operations there. Mr. Curtis has bought
W. H. Richardson is holding hie danca farm in Hartford of Mr. McPherson.
the
Daniel Dale and wife of Milan, Ν. H., ing parties Friday evening during
remainder of the term.
ace the guests of Mr. and Mrs. A. B.
C. L. Rose suffered severely for a few
Wheeler. Mrs. Dale le the twin sister
with blood poisoning in his face,
of Mrs. Wheeler. Twins usually hâVe days
caused by the scratch of a twig while
names that are somewhat alike, having
wood.
been named the one for the maternal cutting
J.W. Howe has a telephone of the Ind,
and the other for the paternal grandmother their names are very dissimilar. line in his house.
The storm of Sunday, the 17th, wai
Their names are respectively Hannah
the heaviest in this place fora long time,
and Rebecca.
asked us to note the con- there being a fall of 18 inches of snow.

Marked Down

( [ROWS HAIR ON BALD HEADS

caucus

Commission baa the power to régula
members of the club and one invited rates on Interstate roads.
ij
The bill has appeared which
y00'**
guest for each member. By eight o'clock
of
recommendation
the
effect
Into
social
a
and
carry
the company had assembled
commissioners to prevent the
a hour was greatly enjoyed, then a brief the same
and
relatives
immediate
o'clock, only
firearms In the wood, during a
was introduced by the use
few friends being present The cere- entertainment
Ben- president of the club, Mrs. H. A. Irish,
Rev.
Seth
was
by
performed
mony
medical examiners
of two musical selecson.
The groom is a Portland man and which consisted
Bev. P. M. Lamb of the Baptist for coroners has been Introduced by
the couple will make their home in that tions by
church and an intereiting talk by Mrs.
Many useful presents were recity.
of East Buckfield .on
ceived and they have many good wishes. V. P. DoCoster
nature study, illustrat- wick has introduced a bill to make tne
Remember the Grange sale on Friday, some phases of
and
open
ing her theme by some specimens of montha of October
tbe 29th.
arrang- M-n« in erav and black squirrels, wmen
At a recent meeting of tbe Ladies' the butterfly family artistically
lor tb. «rtlr.tw.lw
charades given
Social Circle of the Free Baptist Society, ed. Next in order were
Mrs. Cole and Mrs. Withheld with Mrs. G. A. Smith, tbe follow- by Mrs. Nulty,
to ..!«*. tb. çolirMot
ington which were greatly enjoyed.
ing offioers were elected :
e
This was followed by a collection of the sUte is likely to receive f»™rab
Pre· —Mrs. A. t>. Coburn.
ancient and early piotures of many of consideration at this term. The only
Vice Pres.—Mr*. C. G. Morton.
Sec.—Mrs. S. T. White.
those present, the company to guess the bill which has so far appeared
niimherofthe
Treaa.—Mrs. Ε. B. Stetson.
names of the
persons photographed, to that end increases the
to
of
financial
and
standing
The Interest
the one guessing the most correctly Supreme Court justices 1romι aeviin
the
the society waa reported as good.
a prise. This part of the enter- ton, and makes some changes in
winning
A. K. Shurtleff haa sold out tbe busK tainment was under the care of Miss
. bill
ness and atore formerly occupied by him
Amy Shaw. About ten o'clock refreshtb. oMrter ot tb. Ramford
to R. £. Shaw and C. H. Martin, who ments were served, consisting of a great
will keep a variety atore and the ice variety of cakes, ice cream and coffee. Falls and Bethel Railway; also a b I
We under- The committee having this part of the authorizing the Fryeburg Horse Railcream and soda fountain.
stand that Mr. Shurtleff has leased the programme in hand was Mrs. Gilbert ed to extend Its line from Its present
building to Messrs. Shaw & Martin. Mr. Tilton, Mrs. A. T. Cole and Mrs. A. W. Ιβ
Shurtleff intends to go into tbe pharmacy Pottle.
by Sentor Hastings
at South Paris, with bia brother F. A.
Last Sabbath on account of the severe increases the salary of the
time
aome
there
move
will
and
Shurtleff,
storm no church services were held by ern District Register of Deeds from »450
Mrs. Shurtleff was one of our the Methodist pastor either at East
later.
and Aroostook Railroad
well known young ladies and during hie Buckfield or in the village.
stay of four or five years here, Mr. ShurtMrs. E. A. Jewett has been confined rebate bill appeared Wednesday. It
leff bas made many friends wbo will re- to the house the past week by a severe provides for a rebate of 95 per cent of
the taxes of the road for a term often
gret to have them leave our town.
cold.
Mrs. Albert Ryder wbo has been in
Merritt Parsons continues to fail and vears on condition that the road build
poor health all winter with an attack of is now confined to his bed and takes but the proposed new line known as the

Greenwood
trast in the climate between Maine and
Cole bouse.
117 Square Miles of Farm Land Sold.
The selectmen will be in session this California. Even in our own state we
If you were to count the farms yon
week to settle up bills and make their can find' somewhat contrasting climatic
when taking a drive through the
conditions. A letter from Washington pass
annual report.
some day you might get a faint
Fred Spencer and wife, who have been County recently received by your cor- country
idea of what it means when you are
living on the Thomas Green place, mov- respondent, dated Jan. 15tb, states that told that one real estate
company sold
"the roads are bare except a little ice
ed Friday to Berlin, Ν. H.
farms
Seven Hundred and

East Sumner.
Augusta, Maine.
The Knights of Pythias had a public tives in Paris.
of
the
The most notable anniversary
Tbe district schools have closed for the
the
installation of tbeir officers at
present year is the Lincoln Centenary.
Grange Hall on Thursday evening, open winter.
of no other American has bad

a more

Not·· from the

nariÉ
WNI rlflli
«%y—a.

Bethel.

SQUARE,

Wheeler,

SOUTH PARIS, MAINE

The Eastern Argus

Fannie Brown, formerly of Mason, a ward;
Snal account presented for allowance by J.
Hastings Bean, guardian.
John D. Wood, of Andover, ward; account
presented for allowance by Olney A. Burgees,
piardlan.
Sarah D. Hawkins, late of Norway, debased ; second account of trustees of fund left
tor benefit of the First Universalis! Parish of
Norway presented for allowance by Moses P.
HI les et ala, trustees.
Rhoda ·. Τ a tes, late of Paris, deceased;
lrst account presented for allowance by James
}. Wright, executor.

For 1909.

DAILY AND WEEKLY
The Areas for over a century baa endeavored to tell the newa of the day Id >
concise readable manner. It* friends throughout the northern New England Statei
are thousand· because of ita fearless, aggressive methods in placing before iti
reader· Democratic principle·. If you would know wbat the Legislature ia doing
thla winter subscribe for the Argua.

Ida A. Barrell, late of Hartford, deceased;
lrst and final account presented for allowance
>y Abner D. Howard, executor.
Ansel Bean, late of Waterford, deceased;
The regular price for the Daily Argua ia 16.00 per year, but we want the pen
lrst account presented for allowance by Albert
3 Bean, administrator.
pie of the State to koow bow thiaga politically look from an Argua atandpoint.
Snmner Sessions, late of Woodstock, de- therefore will aend the Daily Argua for tbe next three month· for 60 cent· to all
feased ; first account presented for allowance by new anbscribers.
I. Mont Chase, administrator.
The Weekly Argus, INCLUDING THE SATURDAY EDITION of the DailyDaniel B. Keene, late of Sumner, deceased ; One copy, one year, 11.60 in advance. Cluba of 6, 96.00 in advance.
lrst and final accoant presented for allowance |
>y John H. Boblnson, administrator.
Frank A. Konlston, late of Lovell, deeased ; petition for an allowance out of personal
state presented by Bertha Q. Kenlston, widow..
ADDISON K. HZKK1CK, Judge of said Court.
L true oopy—Attest:
fie.
99
A1MW D. Ρ AM, nstlslas.

EASTERN ARGUS PUBLISHING CO.,

|

Exchange Street,

Portland,

S«mocc*t

îhe «xfoKfl

sol*th

paris

7 :30

ροβτ orric·.
to 7 30 P. ■.

A. M.

OHA>*L> THUNK RAILWAY.

r

Commenclar September 27, lsotj,
TRAITS LKAVS SOUTH PARI!»
:30
Going «town,*»»*)—5 toi A. M., dallv;'.<
tall ν execpt Sunday; 4 33 P. M., dally.
3 rie
Going up (west)—9:50 a. m., dally ;
dally.
daUy except Sud.Uv ; » 47 p.

Sunday.

wm «

The Sooth Paris Water Bill.

gaeet

The Delta Alphas meet with Mrs. S.
C. Ordway Thursday evening.
Adjourned meeting »( the Citizen*'
Telephone Co. this Monday evening.

S0CTB_PARJ8.

OOce Hour·

Omar Morrow of Aabara

in town

a.

M.,

p.

*.,

CHCRGHXft.

FULL TEXT OP THE MEASURE OX WHICH
THE LEGISLATURE WILL ACT.

—

The drama. "The Deacou." is beiog
the senior cIas* in the high
date.
school, to be presented at an early

prepared by

the
Stone Andrews has purchased
Κ
shoe repairing business of Frank
same
Buck, and is continuing it at the

place.

The Seneca Club meets this Monday
The
evening with Mrs. F. A. Shurtleff.
is New
topic of the literary programme
Orleans.
Mr. and Mrs. A. (I. Eastman of Berlin,
N\ il., were quests of Mr. and Mrs.
Wednesday and
C. Fernald

George

Thursday.

Mt. Pleasant Rebekah Lodge, which is
prospering well just at present, enjoyed
of
a sociable after the regular meeting
the
Friday evening and refresh-

lodge

ments were

act passed by the
United States Senate Tuesday grants
veterans:
pensions to three South Paris
Rodney N. Hall $30 per month, George
P. Tucker ?·ί0. Freeland 0. Andrews ïi'-i.
We shared the cold wave of the first
of
of last week with the rest of this part
readings
thermometer
the country,
beTuesday morning going as low asin2»!that
low zero at places near the river
of the village which is sacrilegiousA

|

served.

special pension

A. E. Morse wishes to announce that
the little vase so highly prized by its
Ltwner as an heirloom has beeu found
jnd returned to him in fine condition.
Even the inscription "Why! Is this for
Vlollie and Me?" so delicately inscribed
upon it is not in the least marred, and it
wdl be returned to the family in a distant city as soon as its safe arrival there
be assured. The finder will be
md
suitably rewarded with a tangerine as
i<>on as health is restored and in coniition to receive it.

A woman somewhat advanced in years
iud partially demented, who had been
engaged in some kind of canvassing
work, at least nominally, fell sick in
town about a week since, and it was
necessary for the town to take care of
her. Selectman Bowker spent a number of days hunting for her residence, as
been wandering
»he had apparently
ibout this part of the state for some
lime. Finally he became satisfied that
the belonged to Biddeford, and telephonng to the authorities there, finally got a
ruan here on Saturday to take her back
It was one of the blindest
with him
pauper cases the selectmen have struck
[or some time.

Maskell-Jewett.
At the home of Mr. and Mrs. Algernon
part
D. Jewett in Denmark Tuesday afterly called "Pooduck."
noon, Jan. ID, occurred the marriage of
u*,. ».
Réparation» ior iue .iuivu··
their daughter, Mies Florence M. Jewett,
of the Universalist Good Cheer Soeiety
The chair- and Edwin N. Ilaskeil of South Paria.
are going rapidly forward.
The very pretty decorations fur the occamen of the various booths are calling
sion were of sroilax and pinks.
their committees together and laying out
Rev. A. K. Baldwin of Brunswick
their work. Every indication point» to
officiated at the ceremony, the double
a very successful fair.
ring service being used. The bride was
Twelve member* of the Sunday School gowned in white wool batiste with white
.n
her
made
class of Mr». F. A. Shurtleff
mescaline trimmings, wore a bridal veil,
and carried a bouquet of white roeee.
surprise party which was a genuine
her
at
evening,
Her traveling suit was of navy blue.
surprise last Monday
home. They spent a pleasant evening,
After the ceremony a reception was
and presented Mrs. Shurtleff with a cut given, at which a large number of
friends were present, and refreshments
glass dish and salad set.
sold here for were sarved.
been
have
tickets
Fifty
Among out-of-town guests present
"The Merry Widow," at the Empire
Haskell and Miss
were Miss Emma W.
Theater, Lewiston, this Monday eventrain will Hattie L. Haskell, sisters of the groom,
ing, for which Perkins' special
Mrs. Dora B. Greene, his auut, and Miss
be run. About sixty-five tickets have
Eva Ε Walker, a cousin of the bride, all
been sold at Norway, and a considerable
South Paris.
of
below.
number at stations
A large number of beautiful and valurun
been
has
which
Paris
The
Bakery,
able gifts were received.
for the past few months by Fred V. and
The newly married couple left on the
Kate C Abbott, has been sold by them afternoon train for a short trip which
took
to F. W. Walker of Bridgton, who
includes Boston in the Itinerary. They
Walker are
possession last Thursday. Mr. for
expected to arrive the last of this
some
was formerly of Xorway, but
week at South Paris, where they will
at
time has been conducting a bakery
make their home at the Haskell home

of tbe National Association 01
makes extraordinary claims in respect tc
Then some
the usefulness of bird*.
"doubting Thomas" very properly dislire. V. W. Hllle entertained
counts tbe tale and even expresses doubt
the Merry Eight Wednesday evening at
as to whether the birds are, after all, sc
necessary to man's welfare as the pro whist and supper.
Mr. Brown, of the Novelty Co., reporte
tectionists would have us believe. But
the praotical beueficial results of the business ruehing. Plenty of order· and
work of tbe birds have now been so ion? » m net excellent season's work is assurobserved and so conclusively proven thai ed. This industry haa become one or
there in no longer any room for doubi Norway's moat important.
A orew of men haa been at work on
regarding their usefulness. Destruction
of trees and crops always follows ex Odd Fellow·' and Abbott Blocks repairThe
treme depletion of the numbers of tbe ing the gravel roofs this week.
Moreover con- same crew have been doing the work on
smaller native birds.
servation of birds produces the opposite the shoe fac'ory roof.
have been gTeatiy
owners
House
effect.
Iu 1894 5 I made experiments to at troubled by the last snow on the buildtract birds into an old orchard in Med· ings. Nearly every building where there
ford, Ma«s. Pood and neetiug boxes is fhrnace heat the snow melts on the root
brought the birds to the orchard in con- and runs back under the shingles and
The succeeding into the rooms of the bouses, doing great
siderable numbers.
Several crews of men have
summer apple tree insects such as tbe damage.
cankerworms and the tent caterpillar! found profitable employmeut In removwere very abundant and stripped the ing the snow.
On account of the storm of Sunday the
foliage from most of tbe apple trees in
The
the town; but niue remained in good aacred concert was postponed.
foliage and b'>re almost tbe ouly full concert was to have been given for the
of
crop of fruit in towu that year. Details benefit of Mr·. Jabez Budden, widow
of this experiment are given in a bulletin the late Rev. J. E. Budden, late of NorOrof
*
entitled "Birds as Protectors
Tlie junior class entertainment and
chards", which is published and distributed free by tbe Massachusetts State Board supper at Concert Ball Friday evening
Similar experiments wa* a maaked sucoess socially and finanof Agriculture.
year afier year bave demonstrated clear- cially. lie class netted a very pretty
ly the dollars-and-cents value of the sum from the evening's pleasure.
But
Mildred Scrlbner, daughter of Mr. and
birds in orchard and woodland.
while my observations were under way Mrs. A. C. Scrlbner, suffered a very painthe German Baron Hans von Berlepscb ful accident at the shoe factory Saturday.
the
was carrying out, unknown to me, a num- 'While working on her machine
ber of more extensive and painstaking ex- 'needle passed through her finger and
periments in bird conservation on bis I held her a prisoner until she was released
The
great estate at Seebacb. He secured re- by the foreman of the room.
sults there far more striking than my needle etruck the bone and stopped the
He
modest efforts produced here.
studied tbe methods of attracting and
past masters of Oxford Lodge,
feeding birds and those of constructing ! No. 18, F. and A. M.. held a meeting at
nesting boxes and preparing bird Masonic Hall Tuesday evening and arshelters. He carried out the game pre- ranged for past masters' nlgbt. It will
serve
principle with birds until he take place some time
„
had breeding on bis home park of 12
Landlord Woodman, Waite and Bartacres about 1000 small birds, 2 pairs of lett captured some ninety pickerel
wild ducks, one pair of monr bens and Pappoose Pond Thursday.
Three hundred nesting I
Assistant Attorney General, Charles
one of grebes.
boxes hung up in his grounds are all in- i P. Barnes, was at Augusta this week,
habited by birds. In his 400 acres of j where be assumed the duties of his new
woodland there are two thousand nest- 0ffi ΛΑ
ing boxes and everywhere shrubbery is ! Judge Jones was with bis wife at
Mrs. Jones is rapidly reso trimmed as to make dense and safe Bath Sunday.
nesting places for thç birds while the g lining her health.
enemies of birds are destroyed by the !
Mrs Charles E. Bradford, who for
tome time has been Buffering with an
keeper of the estate.
The results of this work are that the eve trouble, is rapidly improving.
The annual meeting of tbe Board of
estates of the Baron von Berlepsch are
free from insect Injury when others suf- ! Trade was held Friday evening at Engine
fer. In 1905 tbe woods in the country House Hall and the following officers
reund about were stripped by caterpil- elected :
lars of tortrlx virdana. The wood of ; Pre».—H. B. Youngvon Berlepsch was untouched and stood i let V. P.—Ε. N. Swett.
I "U V. P.—W. C. Leavltt.
out among the surrounding woods like a !
31 V. P.—G· t>- Curtis
Upp .Τγοαβ —Fred K. 8m 1th.
green oasis. At a distance of a little
Sanborn,
the
it
from
of
mile
a
more than a quarter
F H. Noyee, Κ. Β. Andrews, J. Ν. Favor.
were
first traces of the plague
apparent
The officers of A. O. Noyes Co., No.
and a quarter of a mile further on It apP., installed by Col. Warpeared in full force. This is just about 12, U. R, K. of
the distance that small birds carry food ren C. Riker, of Lewiston, are:
Sir Knight Optaln—W. W. Sheen.
to their young. The Prussian GovernSir Knight l»t Lient -C. M. TUcomb.
ment foresters have now adopted eimilar
Sir Knlght 2d Lieut.—E G. Felt.
And the
measures with like results.
sir Knlgbt Rec.—M. L. Kimball.
Sir Knlght Trca».—E. C. Thompson.
National Association of Audubon So«lr Knlght Guard—F. K Barrow».
cieties is now introducing into this
Sir Knlght Sen.—Thoe. Thlbodeau.
country for experimental purposes some
Harry C. Everett is the surveyor of
very successful, scientifically constructed lumber for C. B.
Cummings A Sons. Mr.
and
boxes
feeding appliances
nesting
Everett does this work while attending
now in use by Baron von Berlepscb with
to his shop work on Bridge Street,
the expectation of producing similar reFrank H. Richardson has gone to the
sults here. Edward Howe Forbush,
Lewiston hospital for a surgical operaNew England Agent, National Association. Guy Buck is in charge of his busition of Audubon Societies.
uess during hie absence.
I
c W Harmon went to the Lewiston
Double Suicide at Mexico.
hospital Monday for an operation for

HMr"ennd

bled,

The South Parie Villag#
Corporation/created and duly organized
of Paris and count;
town
by law in the
of Oxford, in additiou to the powers already granted it, is hereby authorized
and empowered to install a municipal
water sy.Uera for the purpose of supplying the South Paris Village Corporation,
the inhabitants of said village corporation and the inhabitants of the town ol
Paris with pure water for domestic, industrial, manufacturing, sanitary and
municipal purposes, including the extinguishment of fires and all other purposes for which the said corporation
may need water.
Section 2. For the purpose of carrying out the provisions of this act said
Sontb Paris Village Corporation may
detain, collect, store, use and distribute
water from Stony Brook and Cooper
Spring Brook in eaid town of Paris, and
from any tributaries of said brooks or
waters*" flowing in
*nv source of the
either of said brooks in the town of
Paris, may enter upon any lands in said
town of Paris for the pnrpose of making
surveys for its pipe lines or works, and
may take and hold by purchase or otherwise any land and real estate necessary
for erecting dams, power, reservoirs, or
for preserving the purity of the water in
said water shed, and for laying and
maintaining aqueducts and pipes for
taking, discharging, and disposing of
laid water.
Section 3. Said South Paris Village
Corporation shall be liable for all damtgfls that shall be sustained by any perjon or corporation in their property by
the taking any land whatsoever, or waSection 1.

j

! "The

,η_^β£ΓαΛΓ*:

ter or by fluwage, or by excavating
:hrough any land for the purpose of
laying pipes, building dams or construct-

ng reservoirs.
If any person or corporation sustainng damages as aforesaid and said vilage corporation shall not mutually agree
>n the sum to be
paid therefor, such
person or corporation may cause his or
ts damages to be ascertained, in the
saine manner and under the same coniitions, restrictions and limitations as
ire or may be
prescribed in the case of
1 iamages in
laying out highways.
Section 4. Said village corporation is
mreby authorized to lay in and throngh
he streets and highways of the South
Paris Village Corporation and of the
,<>wn of Pari», and to take up, repair
ind replace all such pipes, aqueducts
md fixtures as may be necessary for the
>bjects above set forth. And when
iaid village corporation ehall lay any
pipes or aqueducts or dig up any of said
îtreets, it shall be done with as little
ibstruction to public travel as possible,
ind shall without unnecessary delay,
:ause the earth to be replaced in as good
:ondition as possible, all digging in said
<
itreets as above set forth to be under
he supervision of the selectmen of the
;own of Paris.
Section 5. Whoever shall knowingly
ir maliciously corrupt the water supply
)f said village corporation, whether
frozen or not, or whoever shall willfully
I jr maliciously destroy any property of
iaid village corporation, shall be punishΑΚΤΗ Γ Κ G Ι.ΕΑ30Ν AND MBS. AMY SNOW
ed by a tine not exceeding five hundred
BOTH DIE FROM POISON.
loliars or by imprisonment not exceed-

!

!

Execu^Com.-HB.ro.^r,rW.

appendicitis.

Eugene N. Swett and George P. Downing were drawn as traveree jurors for
the March term of the S. J. Court Saturday
by the town officers.
the
in
occarred
suicide
of
Two cases
Herbert F. Frost has moved into the
town of Mexico Thursday night, the
Walker place on Bridge Street, purparties being Arthur Gleason, a native chased by him a short time ago. He
of that town who has always lived there,
and Mr. Black are engaged in tbe livery
and Mrs. Amy Snow, who was employed
stable business.
in the Rumford bag mil! and had a room
Dr. Annette Bennett, formerly of NorThe two had been keepat Ridlonville.
way was at tbe Trull Hospital at BiddeBoth
time.
some
for
ing company
ford when the hospital was burned.

ng two years.
Section 0. Said village corporation,
For the purpose of carrying into fall
Mtcct the provisions of this act iu the

«stablishing,

Snow ennagb for sledding. No
found now for the want of «now bnt just
as much because of the abnndanoe.
Κ. B. Haitlog· of Fryeburg waa In
town the first of the week at the Beal s

dertaking

The followiug ia the text of the bill
Patrons are asked nut to forget the permitting the South Paris Village Corevening meeting of the Grange Saturday, poration to establish a municipal watei
system, which will bo introduced in the
Jan. 31.
legislature early this week :
Paris Grunge attended Norway Grange
last Saturday and furnished the proAn act in relation to the South Pari»
gramme, which seemed much appreciat
Village Corporation and to establish t
ed.
municipal water system for said corpora
The Universalist Sunday School will tion.
Fria
sociable
in
Good
Hall
Cheer
give
Be it enacted by the Senate and House
day evening, Jan. 29th. Admission 10 of Representatives in Legislature assemold
and
cents.
Everybody invited,
as follow»:

Congregational Church, Rev. A T. McWhorter. Pastor. Preaching eervlee, 10 45Ε a. m.;
6:00
Sunday School 11 :45 a. M.; Y. P.p.S. C. Church
ycung.
Evening eervlcc 7:00
p. m ;
at 7 :30 p. m.
evening
Wednesday
meeting
prayer
InAll members of the Baptist Ladies'
A 11. not otherwise connected, are corvllally
vited.
Aid, and all interested in its welfare,
Pastor.
N.
T.
Rev
Church,
Kewley,
Metbodlet
are requested to meet with Mrs. L. C.
rnlng rravermeetlng 10 00 a.
On Sunday.
-ervlce 10:^5 Â. J*.; Sabbath School Morton for sewing and business next
preaching
β
00
p.
m.;
Kiiw.irth League Meeting
ν
Tuesday, at half-past two.
7:30; cta*.•. rajcr [rec^'. g Wednesday evening
William Κ
Kimball Poet, Joshua L
mee ting Friday venlng 7 ::!0.
Cheebro,
Kaptlst Church, Rev. J. Wallace
Chamberlain Camp, S. of V., and the
»5
a.
Jcrvlce
10
i'.i»t"r On Sunday, preaching
Y. P. 8. C. E., 6:15 p. Ladies of the G. A. R. will celebrate
λ. Sabbath School 12
even
I/ncoin's birthday iu a fitting manner.
prayer meeting 7 :<*) P. M. ; Wednesday
All are
Seats free.
lng prayer eervlce 7:30.
Particulars and programma next week.
w. come.
I'nlversailst Church, Rev J. II. Little, Paetor.
There will be no evening service at the
m
Preaching service every Sunday at 10:45 a.
3» Universaliet church next Sunday, the
Sunday School at 12 m. Junior Vnlon at 3
Young People's Union having accepted
■ p.m. Y. P. C. V. at 7 p. M.
an invitation to be present at the DisSTATED MKETIKOS.
■
to be held with the Union
Kerular trict meeting
«4.
I f ft A. M.—Part Lodge,orNo.
fufltaoon. at Xorway on that evening.
before
on
evening
Tuesda··
χ
■ .e'lng
regular meetSI I. Ο. Ο. P.—Mount Ml< a Lodge.week.—Aurora
The snow that fell on Sunday week
of each
Blags, Thursday evenln-.- third
«ventngs didn't tread a bit until it began to thaw
Mouday
and
iirst
^■Kncampmeat.
but by Saturday night it was
Hit each month.
No. Friday,
Bl D. of R.—Mount Pie wan' Rebekah Lodge,
Now
fourth hrldays of each ι pretty well settled and hardened.
■90. 'neets second lid Hall.
it looks as if we might have as much
■ m uto In CKld Kellows'
meets
148.
No.
Post,
Μ β. Λ. R.-W. Κ. Kimball evening» of each more on top of it before it gets through.
■ Or t and third Saturday
■ month. In ii. A. K. Hail.
William Κ Kimball Circle, Ladies of
of the G A.
iVm. K. KlmbaU Clrclc, Ladles
?
of the Republic, cordialvod third Saturday evening» of the Grand Army
i R.. meet* 3rst
Hall.
ArinX
ly invite a'l members of Joshua L.
I each month. In Grand
meets
S of V.—Joshua L. Cham erlaln Camp
!
S. of V and all sons,
eacli month. Chamberlain Camp,
Br-t and th'.r ! Tuesday evenings of
to Oct. 1, of honorably discharged soldiers, sailors
of H.—Paris Grange, from May
Saturday, i ;rlng the or marines of the war of '61 to '65 to be
m eu flrst and thirl
Saturday, In
re lalader of the year, meet- every
present at their meeting of Feb. 6 and
Ι h ange Hal!.
take the obligation which will entitle
Second an 1 fourth Mondays of
I". O. G. C
them to houorary membership In the
ea .·· month.
No.
181, order.
V E. O. P.—Stony Brook Lodge,
evening»
Wednesday
fourth
and
c.
S->
-econd
!
wt ach mouth.
Tuesday of this week is the evening
'·. of P.—Hamlin Lodge, No. 31, meets every
when the men of the Congregational
Γγ 'ay evening it Pythian Hall.
church give their annual supper. Needour less to
say, all the men have been baking
The blue jays scream, even on
for a week, and the supper will be as
coldest mornings.
and food as the best they have ever given.
This is a great month for upe
For the entertainment Miss Mae E. Han·
downs in weather.
cock of Casco is to be the reader, and a
Members of Pari» Grange are rehears- line musical programme has been preing for the drama, "Old Acre Folks," pared, which will be uuder the direction
i»f Mrs. Cora S. Briggs.
which is to be presented soon.
Hrst

NOBWAY.

How Birds Preserve the Tree·.
Now and again tome enterprising
newspaper man expatiating on the work
of the Audubon Societies dishes up a re
mirkable symposium regarding some un

constructing, furnishing,

Bijou Theatre

for Sale.

SALE!

A Hall's Shirgle Machine with
wheel edger, wooden frame, eaw 33
inches, practically new and capable
of cutting from 8 to 10 thoutand
A mark down that is a great saving for you. Before takshingles a day, so says F. L. Willis,
close out many odd
a practical mill man at West Paris. ing an inventory of our stock, we want to
will quickly turn
or
that
cash
Will be sold at a bargain for
lotie, so we have put prices on them
Dr.
of
first.
them
a good time note.
Enquire
them over to those who see
Ο. K. Yates, We«t Paris, Maine.

One Night

Monday, Feb. 1st
Leon W. Washburn offers

STETSON'S

County P. of H. Mutual Fire
Insurance Company.

Oxford

UNCLE TOM'S

•outh P*rlai, Maine.

ASSETS, DEC. SI, 1908.
Cat h In office end bank,
Assessments unpaid,

CABIN,

Grose cash assets,

LIABILITIES, DEC. 31,1908.

ι

$ 696 71
1,082%
$1,728 It

11,500 0(
Losses unpaid,
All other liabilities, contested claim,.... 3,0001 (

With all the added featuiua that bat

$3,500 <(
ToUl liabilities,
Premium notes subject to assessment, $194,517 0C
as
amount
Balance due on premium notes, full

2 bandi
made this company famous.
Dainty
of mnsio. Our own orchestra.
Little Marguerite Lawless aa "EVA,'
The Angel Child. Watch for the Grand
Street Parade, the "Barnum of Then:
All." Prices 25, 85 and 50 cents.

see sable.

4-β

G. W. Q. PERHAM, Secretary.

NOTICE.

Mr wife, Lulu M. MclnUre. baying left my
all perbed and board. I hereby forbid an7 and
for I shall
sons from trusting her on my account
not pay any bills of her contracting.

«

by PURIFINA
ANT Druggist CAN supply you. 5c. size Free.

ECZEMA CURED

DSSM,5*".MDmB|tET

PUMIFINA, Not* York CHy.

MeINTIRE,

YOUR ATTENTION
Is called to the fact that it is our purpose to
handle any business entrusted to us in such a
fair and liberal manner as to make the customer's relation with this bank satisfactory
and

profitable.

by opening

a

tion, nearly all sizes,
price, 1.76.

check account with

Paris Τ rust
%

us

price,

Company,

South Paris, Maine.

Pythian Block.

Market Square,

Trunks, Bags, Suit Cases.

Θ1 Main St.·

Lace Net, fancy pointed
yoke of Val lace and lace edging, very
latest sleeves with Val lace trimmings,
ONE

LOT,

$3.98, sale price,

was
Nun's

2.76.

$7.76

were

sale

8.00,

and

price 4.76.

Madras and Scotch Flan-

Veiling,

sale

ONE LOT Skirts, includes several
-fylen, with pleats, tucks and bands,

SEVERAL LOTS of Muslin, Batisti·,

Dress Goods

of all-over embroidery, many
handsomely trimmed with lace and em-

nel,

$7.60,

price, 6.98.

some

LOT, 36 inch wide, in mixtures
broidery, were $2.98 and 1.98, of all shades, some plain colors, were
sale price $1.98,1.49.
60c, sale price 26c.
ONE LOT, of waists, assorted colors
styles, trimmed with tucks, some

and

ONE LOT, 52-56 inches wide Suiting»,
shade», were

shoulder,
79c.

over

98c, sale price,

were

LOT, Dress Patterns, very desirshades, 52 inches wide, were
$1.00. sale price 60c.

$16.00.

sale price, 7.60.

were

$12.60,

ladies· coats, were

$10.00,

6.00.

COATS,
sale price, 4.00.

were

$8.00.

COATS,
2.49.

were

$4.98,

LADIES'

price,

children's coats, were

sale price, 3.76.

$3.98,

children's coats, were

$2.98,

children's coats, were

$1.98,

sale price, 1.99.

price,

1.49.

sale price, 98c.

iu

Remnants

all

cost.

ONE LOT, Waistings, several kinds,
just half price, 50c kind for 25c, 39c lot
fur 20c; 25c kind for 12 1-2, 10c lot for 9c.

Furs

FURS,

LADIES'

includes
muff-,
throws, shawl collars of Fox, Opossum,
Iilended Squirrel and Muskrat at a great
discount.
children's fur sets, were

$3.60. sale price, 1.Θ8.

$7.60,

children's coats, were

Γ.ΟΤ of

LARGE

shades, marked hplow

SETS,

were

sets,

were

sets,

were

sets,

were

FUR

CHILDREN'S

children's coats, were $4.98,

sale price, 2.49.

sale

60c.

ONE

Coats

price,

price,

sale
able

LADIES' COATS, were

sale

$1.00,

i ({ht and dark

>

with wide pleat

ONE

!

$2.98. sale price,

1.49.

$3.26, sale price

2.26.

children's

fur

children's

fur

$1.98,

sale

price. 1.39.
fur

children's

$1.26. sale price,

98c.

LADIES' FUR CAPS, several very

styles
will please.

tractive
that

at-

prices

marked down to

NorwAy. Maine.

P.

A.

MEN'S TROUSERS

perfection
expected.

$1.50

grades

H. B.

TRY IT—Don't suffer.
Money back if it fails.

Depot,

Opp.

OUR

Women We

F.

A.

BOT7RTLEFF A

't

tough, sound feet

et Bottle.

A.

F.

CO.

;*WITRTLEFF A

CO.

I la······———e#€<t>iÉiëaëaôë<iélâ€aMiiaaaaat<ëtMaÎ<ïl?
BLUE

STORES.

Compare
Styles

Compare

Compare

Values

Prices

We Are Launching Our Annual
Winter Clearance Sale of Suits,
Overcoats, Fur Coats, earlier
than usual this Year.
#

waitiftg at our stores to sell you Winter Suits,
After
Fur
Overcoats,
Coats, at prices minus our profits.
our offerings of
not
consider
do
if
of
values
you
comparison
advantage to you don't buy, but we feel positive an examinaWe

are

tion will convince

It's

you.

Money

Saved to

Buy

of Us Now.

F. H. NOYES CO.

Norway

Soutli Paria

"CASTOR IA For Infants and Children.

Πι Kind You Haw Always Bought

J1

**

**

CONSIDERATIONS.
"

There

things to be considered
in selecting your Bank.

are

Following

thirty

or

SOUTH PARIS, MAINE.

Marked Very Low to Close.

■

little, hard

F.A.SHURTLEFF& CO.,

Clearance Sale.

■

φ

AT THE PHARMACY OF

JANUARY

■

CO.

A

«nrBTLF.FF

or

Have

Only 15 Cents

Pen ley & Plummer's,
ON THE FOLLOWING GOODS:

A.

F.

CO.

It will get rid of any corn—big
soft, old or new.

$5.

Ihursday

A

Does the Work.

ΠΑΙΝΕ.

NORWAY,

SHtRTLEFF

Bert's Corn Cure

FOSTER,

A Cash Sale

Îileted

trimmed with silk fold*, others with fold

of self material, were

JAMES IN. FAVOR, 5Ks\HoUUCKER

LiÂit.

■

$3.98,

When in need of a Trunk, Bag or Suit Case,
beyou should see my line and get my prices
fore you buy. I have a large line of each and
as the lowest.
my prices are always as low

style,

[midwinter

price.

ONE LOT, Chiffon Panama, Blue and

98c.

for every occasion.

Representative!

was

were

2.76.

Black, button entire length of front, new
flare with fold, were $4.98, sale
3.76.
med with lace, others with fine embroid- price,
ONE LOT, flno quality. Panama, some
sale
ery, was $1.98 and 1.49,

LADIES'

today.

bande around bottom,

$2.98, Sale sale

ONE LOT OF MUSLIN WAISTS, in
eludes several pretty styles, some trim-

sale

and fully maintaining the
svater system herein contemplated, and
:or purchasing so much of the property
)f the Norway Water Co. as ie liereinifter mentioned in this act, may at any deaths wore from
poison.
Mr. and Mrs. E. S. Cummings ο
iegal meeting of said village corporation,
Mr. Gleason was taken ill Thursday
Bemis were here for a few days the first
jailed for that purpose, raise money and
who
was called,
Dr.
and
Haolon,
night,
Mr. Cummings has just
of the week.
issue bonds, registered or with interest
pronounced it a case of poisoning.
returned from an extended business
joupons, in such denominations, and on
At about the same time it was noted
inch terms and rate of interest, as may that Mrs. Snow had not been seen out- 4Γ
The next time you need a pair of trousers,
The election of a captain for Co. D,
tie determined at such meeting, to an side her room since Wednesday night,
come here and see what we have to offer you.
to succeed Capt. J. w.
amount necessary for said purpose, when Mr. Gleason accompanied her N. G. S. Μ
of finish, our trousers
fit and
In
which, taken in connection with any home from a show, though it was Nash, who has resigned his commission,
was held at the armory Friday even ng,
other indebtedness of said village corOur stock
that she might have gone to
the
all
thought
have
points
of
good
Presson
FarmingMcL.
poration, shall not exceed ten per cen- working nights and sleeping days. Her Maj. George
Ρ·
cassimeres.
and
First
of
worsteds
ton
includes all grades
presiding.
tum'ofthe last regular valuation thereroom, which was locked, was entered, Stiles was elected
captain. Second Ll«ut·
of. Said bonds shall be signed by the and her
was found lying in night
body
lieufirst
was
elected
H.
L
of
said
Daughraty
village
assessors and treasurer
to
from
All
clothes, twisted as if she had died in tenant to fill tbe vacancy in that position,
corporation, but the coupons need be agony. The lamp was burning.
was elected
Maraton
A.
C.
and
alone.
treasurer
the
Sergt.
signed by
Dr. Hanlon was summoned, and exsecond lieutenant.
Section 7. The care and management
pressed the opinion that death was due
of said water system and the regulation to
poison, and probably the same kind
of prices and charges for water supplied of
poison that caused the death of Mr.
is herein contemplated shall be under
ONE PRICE CLOTHIER,
Gleason.
the control of the assessors of said vilMrs. Snow is survived by a husband
In South Parla, Jan. 21, to the wife of Carroll
lage corporation, or, if the village cor- and two children, seven and flve years of E. E'lward·, a daughter.
Pari·, Jan. 5, to the wife of Perclval
poration, at any time, shall so vote, said age. They kept house in Mexioo until In West
stead.
Bridgton.
Wilson, a ton.
be placed in the hands of a about a
ties
shall
tin
to
Conhe
went
when
In 8outh Waterfonl, Jan. 17, to the wife of
year ago,
Mr Haskell is a member of the firm
Advertised letters in South Pat is post
commission of three legal voters of said
way Center, N. Q., taking the children Wlllanl E. Abbott, a daughter.
N. Davtou Bolster & Co., who run a
of
chosen
for
be
ono
to
Jan. 14, to thî wife of Louts Block,
office Jan. 23:
village corporation,
with him. He is now living in Pem- a In Norway,
large general store at South Paris. He one
(laughter.
one for two years, and one for
O. BNhcv
year,
Mass.
Jan. 14, to the wife of Henry
I Mr*. Williaml.'obb
broke,
esteem
In
East
every
in
the
is
held
Fryeburg,
by
highest
(.* )
Ι Mrs. Abble
thiee years, and after being first so
Gleason was 28 years of age and Mrs. Brook, a «on.
The bride
Urn. I'earl Hobsoa.
one, and universally liked.
one shall be chosen annually for
chosen,
Snow about 30.
I Mr* l'. H Kffoo.
was for some years ac assistant teacher
In case of a vacana three years' term.
I Mrs. Jennie Walker.
Coroner II. L. Elliott held an inquest
in the Paris High School, resigning that
Married.
Mr·. Elmore Silver
board or commission, the
said
on
cy
in the case of Mrs. Snow, and a
Friday
to take the position of superinMr. Melvln Fox.
position
assessors shall fill the same by appoint- verdict was returned that the woman
Mr. an·I Mrs. Z. S. I'eiktne.
tendent of schools in her own town of
of
annual
Jan.
the next
In Denmark,
19, by Rev. A. K. Baldwin,
meeting
committed suicide by drinking bichloride Mr.
of ment, until
Edwin N. Haskell of South Parle and Miss
A petition that was presented in the Denmark. She has a large circle
said village corporation.
of
circle
Denmark.
of
Jewett
M.
mercury.
Florence
acquaintances and an equally large
legislature Tuesday by
Section 8. Said South Paris Village
In Westbrook.Jan. 14, by Be?. H. E. TownMrs. Haskell
Lane of this district asks that the of friends, and Mr. and
to
Mise Eva M. Thursand
further
Elliott
be
Lead
D.
shall
C.
Poisoning.
required
send, Mr.
Looking for
be have the congratulations and best wishes Corporation
of Kezar Falls.
penalty for the crime of rape shouldfirst
at a fair cash value of the Noris sending ton. both
health
of
board
purchase
state
The
Jan.
them.
In
West
14,
in
the
by Dr. Ο. K. Yatec,
Paris,
of all who know
made the same as for murder
way Water Company, after this act shall out letters to physicians stating that the K«q Mr. Henry A. Dean of Paris and Miss
of
degree. This petition bore the names
have been legally accepted, all the pipes work in the laboratory of hygiene and Ethel R. Mlllett of Waterfonl.
In North I'arle, Jan. 15. by Dr. Ο. K. Yate»,
Mrs. Alice E. Maxim and 36$ others, and Barnes Assitant Attorney (leneral. laid in the grounds, hydrants set, and
that done by Prof. Robinson at Bruns- Esq., Mr. Charles H. Kneeland and Mrs. Annie
extensively
was circulated and signed
the entiro plant of the Norway Water wick both Indicate that in many parts ol Richardson, both of North Paris.
here within the past few weeks, the
within the limits of the said the state where lead pipe is much used
In Went Paris, Jan. 16, by Dr. Ο. K. Yatce,
Y MAN IS SELECTED FOIt Company
Robert E. Glddes and Mlis Amelia
Cheese 16c. per pound.
special affair which gave occasion for it OXKORD COt" NT
village corporation, provided said Nor- for bringing water into bouses or stables, Esq., Mr.both of Snow's Fall*.
5 gallons Oil 55c.
Damon,
was committed in
which
crime
the
POSITION.
TUAT
being
way Water Company desires to dispose the water dissolves the lead quite freely
In Providence, R I., Jan. 18, by Rev. James Β
2
lbs. A. & H. Brand Soda 10c.
25c.
cans
Salmon
2
of
town latft September.
free
same
Sessions, formerly
of them and will deliver the
and as a result symptoms of chronic lead McConnor, Mr. Walters.
Miss Christina B. Somervll'e,
and
South
Paris,
PhiiC.
Warren
3
lbs.
Cream Corn Starch 25c.
from all encumbrance.
Attorney General
2 ounces Nutmeg 5c.
Mrs. Edith Hayes Wheeler of this
poisoning have accompanied the use ol both of Providence.
the apSection 9. In case said village cor- the water.
! In lilrim, .Ian. 19, by Llewellyn A. Wadsplace was one of the speakers at the brook announced last Monday
1
peck Onions 25c.
50c. Tea at 40c.
worth, Esq., Mr- Charles G. Gllnes and Mies Our
meeting of the State Federa- pointment of Charles P. Barnes of Nor- poration fails to agree with said Norway
The letter further says:
: Avis Black, boih of Hlrara.
the
of
terms
on
the
Ribbon Raisins 10c.
assistant
Blue
to
be
lb.
last
Water
lead
purof
16c.
attorney general,
Wednesday. way
Coffee
Company
tion of Women's Clubs
per
"As some of these samples
!
In West Paris, Jan. 16, bv Rev. Seth Benson, Fancy Bio
of chase and value of the property above
Her paper was on the topic, "A Con- attorney general having the selection
water have been eent by you 01 Mr. Fred F. Log.«n of Portland and Miss Althea
lbs.
β
polluted
5c.
Peanuts
Pop Corn 25c.
qt
Fresh Roasted
canmeutioned within three months after have come from places not far from you, M. Page, formerly of West Parts.
Structive Policy in Forestry Manage- his assistant. There were several
but the friends this act shall have been accepted by the
the
of
the
for
didates
outline
an
information
and
position,
for
South Paris.
thank
gave
I would
any
! ment,"
you
Grand Trunk
that he village corporation, as hereinafter promethods and the progress of forestry of Mr. Barnes felt confident
can give me in answer to the followyou
Died.
Philvided for, then the value of said property
work. Mrs. Wheeler is a member of the would secure the positiou. Mr.
has shall be determined by three disinterest- ing questions:
federation committee on forestry, which brook as assistant attorney general
"Have you known of any cases of illthree
In West Pari*, Jan. 17, Jacob P. Curtis, aged 1
or
two
a
in
Oxford
ed men living outside the towns of Paris ness which were, or probably were, doc
been
County
is to have introduced in the legislature
66 years.
homicide
in
state
for
the
be
to
one
to
reserve.
and
by
times
designated
appear
Norway,
bill to establish a state forestry
to the use of lead-polluted water?"
In Bethel, Jan. 5, Robert H. Sanborn.
In Gllead, Jan. 11, John Summers.
cases, while Mr. Barnes was county at- the said Water Company, another by
"If so, please give a brief history ol
In Lawrence, Mass Jan. 22, Henry elevens,
Perhaps you think, becanse it was a torney, and has had an excellent oppor- said village corporation, and the third the
and
sympobjective
case—subjective
at
bad
Fan-Tans
the
of Fryeburg. aged 85 years.
that
formerly
poverty party
to observe and appreciate Mr
to be cho9en by the two thus designated. toms.
tunity
In Mexico, Jian. 22, Arthur Gleason, aged 281
their room Tuesday evening, that they Barnes'
for the office.
Each party shall notify the other it
ill
health
of
cases
qualifications
have
"If
years.
any
you
lunched on crackers and sour milk
In Mexico, Jan. 22, Mrs. Amy Snow, aged
Mr. Barnes was born in Aroostook writing of the person so chosen by it,
among the users of water whioh conn about 30 vears.
cheese. If so, that's because you don't
from Colby College, and all subsequent proceedings in arrivwhich
County,
graduated
lead
I
suspec1
you
pipe,
In Roxbury, Jan. 21, Elmer Hunter.
We have the following lines«of shoes which we have
ι know the Fan-Tans or understand the read law in the office of Hon. Joseph W. ing at the value of said property shall bt through
may "be due to lead poisoning, the labora
first principle of their organization. To
admitted
was
said
appraisers, tory of the board is at your service fo:
under the direction of
Symonds in Portland, and
1 be sure, the menu included such staples
to the bar in Oxford County in 1900, and the award of whom, or a majority ol the determination whether the wate
LEGISLATIVE NOTICES.
of old pod-auger days as vegetable hash, has since been in the practice of law in whom, made in writing to each party
lead.
contains
and
Indian
pudding,
corned beef, and
Norway. From Jan. 1,1905, to Jan. 1, shall be binding on both parties, anc
"I shall feel under great obligations ti
Inland Fisheries and Gam·.
the tlaviland china was missing and the 1909, he was county attorney for Oxford shall be carried out within sixty dayi
Read the list very carefully.
: yon if you can help me investigate thii
with
illuminated
was
board
The Committee on Inhnd Fisheries and Game
banquet
The Democrat has several after said award is made. The coat ol matter in
County.
of
the
state."
a Public bearlog In Its room (office of
part
your
will
give
tallow candles, but there were all kinds times spoken in terms of commendation
Fish and Game Commissioners) at the State
making this appraisal of property ai
of pies, pickles and other things dear to of his work as county attorney, though herein set forth, shall be divided equallj
House In Augusta,
the $5.00 grade
14 Pairs Men's fine Cordovan Bals., heavy soles, Walk Over,
Notai.
New»
Maine
the feminine heart, and needless to say the
have
he
can
Cor
On Wednesday, Feb. S, at 2 P. M.
between the South Paris Village
highest commendation
and
00.
the
of W. F. Bean and A. L.
for
was
of
on
$4
though
best,
No.
1,
itself.
In
Oxthe
work
petitions
everything
is the record of
poration and the Norway Water Com
Bowkcr and 39 others, praying that the Ρ out h
Men's Calf Blucher, Calf lined, heavy soles, regular 15.00 grade and
poverty ruled there was no hunger. ford County and elsewhere his friends pany. On payment of the amount s< >
and Round ponds, In Greenwood, Oxford Coun- 24 Pairs
an inmate of th
Louisa
The costumes, gathered from more than are highly pleased at his appointment. fixed
Mrs.
worth it now, $4.00.
Skeetop,
to
said
be opened to loe llehlng after Feb. 1 of each
said appraisers
Norwaj
ty,
by
seven ages of styles and something like The office carries a salary of $1800.
year for 5 years.
Water Company by said South Pari town farm at Brunswick, died Wednea
13 Pairs Men's Kangaroo Blncher, light sole, were $4.00, now 13.50.
At Hall of Representatives, State House,
the effects of burns receive*
seventy differing degree of decrepitude,
now $3 00.
Village Corporation, said Water Com day from
Feb. 10. at 2 P. M.
17 Pain Men's Patent Bals., kid lined, heavy soles, $4.00 Shoe,
Wednesday,
almost
of
them
some
were striking,
same day, when her clothing cangh
No. 19, on petition of the Maine Sportsmen's
pany shall deliver to said village cot the
for $3.00.
medium
$4.00
sole,
grade
regular
Patent
least
Examination.
ο
Pairs
Blncher,
all
at
62
and
was
20
Teachers'
She
Increased
a
an
ingenious.
State
for
years
startling,
lamp.
Fish and Game Association
poration a good and sufficient convey fire from
of ance of said property free of all liens »g··
Appropriation for the operation of the flsh 12 Pairs Vici Kid Bale., former price $3 50, now $2.50.
The Semi Annual Examination
There was an extended hearing Wedh itcheries and feeding stations and for the probe
will
incumbrances.
Certificates
and
for State
Candidates
mortgagee
Ion of flsh, with accompanying resolve.
12 Pairs Patent Bale., were $3.50, now $2 50.
tec
L.
Walter
die
before
of
Gray, Esq.,
Fred I. Campbell
nesday
Cherryfield
February 26, beginning at
Section 10. Said village corporatioi ,
held
room (office of Flsh and Game Com· 30 Pairs Patent Bals., and Bluchers, a mixed lot, regular price $3.00, now $2.00.
Friday,
their
At
meetthe
firs'
at
t
in
court
referee
bankruptcy,
suddenly while attending
mleMoners) State Hou%e.
S o'clock, λ. H., at the following place·: shall not proceed under this act untl 1
ing of creditors of Ezra C. Staples ol Augusta, Bangor, Honlton, Maculas and after it shall have been accepted by ι Machias. He was a former county al
Wednesday, Feb. 17,3 P. M.
Have the
and
No. 14, on sn Act creating an open time on
of
West Peru, who is in the bankruptcy
And for
Washington County
torney
at
will also be
the
voters
of
vote
Examinations
present
Portland.
majority
gray and black squirrels.
court on petition of his creditors. Mr.
member of the legislature, and achieve
canten
that
as
for
other
such
called
at
any
P.
M.
held
purpose.
Feb.
24,2
places
meeting
Wednesday,
fame as the father of the bedgi
25 Pairs Sorosis and Fileu, a mixed lot, Polish and Blucher; these have alwayi
Staples formerly ran a general store ai didates shall desire and agree to attend.
No. 9, on petitions of L. E. Bowley and 25
Section 11. This act shall take effec t special
been $3 50, now $2 50.
West Peru, which was burned some
hog law, placing a bounty on thoi
others, asking for change In law on ieblnu In
examina- when approved.
take
to
All
intending
persons
In
and
so-called, Rangeley Lake
months since, and the creditors are prin
now $2.00.
prickly animals, whioh produced sue South Bog,
named places
the
of
above
Hon. W. P. 30 Pairs Button, Patent and Vici Kid Evangeline, regular price $3.00,
at
tion
of
and
on
stream
any
petition
thi
Rangeley
surprising results.
cipally Portland wholesale firms,
and 55 other* asking for a change in tho 18 Pairs Enamel Polish Evangeline, former price $3.00, now $2.00.
before February IS, by
should
Frye
register
;t
ι
indebtedness
beinf
;
school
building
The new high
total amount of
law on fishing in Kennebago Stream.
sending in Preliminary Examination r·The Maine Central is now fitting fii
HARRY M. B1GBLOW, Secy.
30 Pairs Kid Bntton and Polish; the regular price on this lot has been $2.00 an<
about #3500. The creditors were repre
Caribou, nearly ready for occupanc; r,
ports, blanks for which will b« sent on
tt
e of its locomotives to burn oil instead <
and
dollars
thousand
George
the
by
£
$2 50, now $1.50.
at
hearing
sented
Persons desiring to take costing
r ΐρplication.
if
tb<
coal. It Is understood that even
in this part of New Enf
Wheeler of Portland and Kalph T.'ParV
33 Pairs Oun Metal and Patent Pumps, the $2.50 grade now $1.50.
Beads.
and
State
than beet equipped
Lands
at
other
State
examination
the
place*
direct
the
expeni
Hon. JamesS. Wrigh [
was burned Wednesday eveninj Γ, are successful iu this,
er of Kumford.
above should register before Feb. land,
The Committee on State Land· and State
The above lines are all clean goods and good style and we have a good an
, named
oat about 7 o'c.ocl :. of running will be rather more than wll
is attorney for Staples. After ti'e tin
Roads will give a Public bearing In It· room al
tha
Examination the fire breaking
making
be use
13,
Preliminary
will
by
locomotives
these
ι
η
but
sortment of sizes on most of them and if yon see them you will agree with us
coal,
insurance money
not known. There was
is
bis
State House In Augusta,
cause
the
received
The
Staples
reports and*designating the place· at insurance of twenty thousand dollars.
on the Rangeley and Somerset division
they are bargains every pair.
On Tuesday, Feb. 9,1909. at 2 o'clock,
sold the lot on which the store stood which they wish to be examined.
No- 50, on bill entitled "An Act to Improve the
where the road runs through the wood
and with the mo^ey went to Boston, fo:
We also have a good stock of Women's Tan Oxfords. All new goods. Th
further information
Public Highway· of Maine by Regulating th<
\ Persons desiring
and it is hoped to avoid setting fore
FOOLISHNESS.
the purpose, as be says, of playing th<
of Tires upon Wagona Made for CaiTylni $3.00 grade is $2.50 and the $2.50 grfde is $2.00.
RANK
Width
the
and
of
character
the
scope
a dry time, aa has been doi
regarding
fires
state
his
to
during
Load·."
Heavy
stock market. According
"When attacked by a cough or col ] so much
examination and the conditions undei
Please do not forget that you can save money if you buy your footwear of ui
Be It enacted by the People of the State of Maine
by the coal-burning locomotive
ment as made at the hearing, he madi
be granted, should or when your throat is sore, it is rax
as follows :
what you want and get fitted.
find
; which certificatee'will
also
abou
first
being
o:
the
first
on
after
the
to
Boston,
That
and
two trips
day
Section 1.
foolishness to take any other medicii ιβ
send for circulars.
During his recent visit to Maine, 1
all wagona for the purpose α
1912,
February,
the first of November, after which hi ,
Store is open Monday and Saturday evenings, closes other nights ι
Our
than Dr. King's New Discovery," sa; " bert Hubbard visited the Maine sta
Payson Smith,
cuTytng frieght, merchandise and farm prod
went t< ,
oame back to Carthage, then
We have extra help Saturday evening.
"I ha' '®
and in connection with the ml
State Supt. Public Schools.
C. O. Eldridge of Empire, Oa.
ucta, to be drawn bv two or more horses, shal i 6.15.
prison,
Boston again, and on the 24rh of Novem
be equipped with flat tires not less than fou
used New Discovery seven years and 1 sion furniture manufactured there, mat
inch·· wide, ete.
ber lost from his pocket $2500 in cui
know it is the best remedy on earth f )r the remark : "Mr. Warden, we do tli
THE BUSINESS.
DOES
IT
witl
bills
small
and
reucy. The checks
coughs and colds, croup, and all thro ** sort of thing at the Roycroft shop, bi
PwMic Bslldlap and Ground·.
Mr. Ε. E. Chamberlain of Clinton and
which he left borne he had changed int<
If you aVe here when any <
no better.
lung troubles. My children are su
Arnica Salve
tw
Bucklen'a
of
The Committee on Public Building· am
his
in
bad
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equipping,

ONE LOT, White Batiste, elaborate

coats,
sale price, 6.26.

AND GROW WITH US

ONE LOT. Id Blue, Black and Brown
invisible check and atripe, two stitched

front of Val lace, tocka and doe embroidery, fancy sleeves with lace inser-

ladies'

WATCH US GROW

Dress Skirts

Shirt Waists
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of accommoda-
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ability of the Bank to properly
promptly handle all your business.

wishing desirable banking relations,

we

otfer

our

old established, permanent, conservative and
accommodating Bank, promising courteous treatment and
services

as an

careful attention to all business intrusted to

our care.

Ε. N. SWETT SHOE CO. THE NORWAY NATIONAL BANK
Opera House Block, NOBWAT, MAINE.

of

Norway, Maine.
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GET RID OF.THAT COLD
Stop it

Don't wait until it develops into Bronchitis or Consumption.
it is fresh. What you need is a good dose of the true
the bowels

have the facilities for

your self.

they see cause

agent for SUCRENE Dairy
Feet! and SCHUMACHER Stock
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price
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low to cut it oft.
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Rheumatism Cannot be Cured

making

prices

and get my

sure

Hay

so

Unless Uric-0 is Used.

on

Failure and
Paralysis Are Caused by Poisonous
Uric and Rheumatic Adds.

j

Dr. Austin

advertised as a cure for Rheumatism and
one can ecarccly blame him for being so.

Tenney,

All the plasters and liniments combined

actually cured a case of Rheumatism. They may relieve it in one quarter
but it is sure to break out somewhere
The only true way to cure Rheuelse.
never

Oculist,
Will te at his

Heart

South Paris.
The Rheumatic person is skeptical reWe8t Pari8. garding the claims of almost any remedy

J

Mills,

-M-iiie

nri

Deaths.

Sudden

A. C. Maxim,
r_
Two

:

HEBRICK.
Judge of said Court.
A true copy—Attest:—
ALBERT D. PARK, Register.

I call your attention to these
two feeds as they have stood the test
and cannot be surpassed.
I have a car of Cotton Seed Meal
Feed.

Norway

office

over

C.

F. Ridlon's grocery store, Main St.,
matism is to drive it from the system,

Friday,
tO

19th,

Feb.

Α. X. to 4 P. X.

Rumford, Friday, Feb.

At

Eyes

for as

At Home Office, 31 Lisbon St.,
Lewiston, every day except Fridays.
new

Plumbing

Goods.

the Uric and Rheumatic
one

is

never

Uric-0

poison iu the
kidneys, renders it

seeks out the Rheumatic

satisfactory.

A

as

12th. entirely free from the trouble.

examined free and all Glasses blood,

warrarted

of

long

Acid remains in the blood,

Lot
The best of

muscles and

inert and harmless and drives it out of
It is composed of perfect
the system.
antidotes for the rheumatic acid poison

in the system, and the secret of its wonderful success lies in the fact that it ie

designed

to cure Rheumatism

only.

Uric-0 is sold by druggists at 75c. and
oak woodwork for closets. No old 51.OU the bottle.
A liberal sample may
goods. Call and see this line. Job- be procured by writing to the Smith
No
bing promptly attended to.
Drug Co., 21i0 Smith Bldg., Syracuse, N.
charge for team.
Y. Uric-0 is sold and personally recommended

Xj. M. Liongloy,

Maine.

Norway,

NOTICE OF

FORKCLOSVRE.

WHEREAS, Samuel D. Rand of Dtxfletd, In
the eountv of Oxford and State of Maine, by
hie mortgage deed >Intel the sixth 'lay of May,
A. D. 190)>. ami recorded In the Oxford Registry
of Deeds. Book 2SB. l'âge 333, conveyed to me the
underalaned a certain parcel of Real Estate situate In wlxfleld, In the county of Oxford anil
Stale of Maine, and described an follow», to wit:
The bome«tea<l farm of «aid .Samuel 1*. Kami
containing 10U acres more or lew with buildings
thereon and the same conveyed to the said
Samuel D. Rand by Charles H. Kidder by war
rantv deed dated March lath. 1ΛΧ. and recorded
with Oxford Registry of Deeds, Book iM, Pago
187, and whereas the condition of said mortgage
has been broken, now therefore, by reason of
the breach of the condition thereof I claim a
foreclosure of said mortgage.
Dated at Dtxfleld, Maine, this 12th day of
January, laow.
PRINCE E. COLCORD
3-5

FOR

by

F. A. Shurtleff ά Co.

Home for Sale.
going from South Paris
fair
to Norway» nearly opposite
ground buildings. A good chance to
On street

Well watered,
electric passes the door. Stable, hen
houses and a large garden with some
take

a

few boarders.

good bearing apple trees.
trade to desirable parties.
house

or

write for

1 MRS.

3tf

A

good

Call

at

particulars.

C. C. DEARBORN,
South Paris, Maine.

The problem Is to take the seven
pieces shown In the square and re-

arrange them Into a six

pointed

—Spokane Spokesman-Review.

star.

No. 370.—Double Amputation·.
1. Behead and curtail snappish and
leave to corrode: behead and curtail to
corrode and leave you and me.
2. Behead and curtail rasped and
leave to value; behead aud curtail to

value and leave a preposition.
3. Behead and curtail a portion of
time and leave a sign; behead and curtall a sign and leave a pronoun.
4. Behead aud curtail to bow with

servility and leave

personal

α

orna-

ment; behead and curtail an ornament
and leave within.

371.—Changed

Letters.
(Chauge one letter of one to form two.)
A woodchopper was busily nt work
cutting down a tree, when he was accosted by two strangers, who asked
him many questions in regard to the
No.

woods, whether there were many
ledges, etc. The questions aroused bis
curiosity to a high pitch, and he said:
"Now, I want to ask you one question.
What is your business here?" They
told him that they were mineralogists
and that they wished to one the
woods for specimens which they had
heard abounded there. They also told
him that they had with them stone
hammers, gunpowder, etc., for breaking the rocks, so if he heard anything
two that day he must not be alarmed,
it would
their work.

as

probably

be the sound of

No. 372.—Charade.

When the wild wind roaring blows
Then the yachtsman always knows
That he muet try another ons
If he'd get home by set of sun.
When the clock, with sure refrain.
Speaks Us words again, again.
With Its monotone so sweet,
Two your ears will always greet.
When the soldiers In a fight
Aie well arranged to left and right—
Ah. the general's master then
Of my wbo'mE In ruling men.

He shivered 2, 1. the pavement wet.
He showed me 3. 4. 1. fine fish he said
He'd caught that morning with his 1, 4, i.
"And I. 2, 3. 4, how fine they are*" he

cried.

"Will you

1. 2. 8. buy 2, 1. 4, miss?" he

sighed.
"Not If you had a 3, 2. 1," 1 said.
And 3, 2. my home I quickly sped.
I had 1. 2. money, you must know.
And that was why I left him so.

No. 374.—Names of Presidents.

SALE.

THE SHOP, LOT, MACHINERY, TOOLS, STOCK, AND
ENTIRE EQUIPMENT.

good stock of Machine Screws, Bolts, Nuts, Etc. Pipe, Fittings,
Valves and Plumbing Supplies. Electric Power and Light. City Water.
All in running order and doing a good business in general repairing of
A

plumbing.

AS

No. 375.—Hidden River.
The first syllables .in the following
words make the name of a large river
having its source in the state of New

York:
A county In England. A prominent
<-lty in Canada. A carriage much used
in England. An English possession In
Africa.

metropolitan newspaper for busy people, almost as
No. 376.—Anagram.
good as a daily, and your Rural Free Delivery (Jarriei
brings it to your door three times every week.
was standing In front of a
Tommy
It is published on Mondays, Wednesdays and Fridays,
stone, wbeu a truck drove up with
dye
and contains all the most important news of The Daily
Our Tommy, naturally Inquisia load.

GOOD

ta a

AS

a guarantee of its value.
If you live in the village or on a farm and have not
a
for
time
daily newspaper you may oe kept in close touch
with all important news of the world at a very small cost.
The regular price of THE NEW YORK TRI-WEEKLY
TRIBUNE is only 91.50 per year, bucyou can secure it with
your own favorite local newspaper, The Oxford Democrat,

Tribune, which is

A

DAILY

"Ian?t

Sandy."

ever, that the sight of any scrap of that
▲ handsome yonng woman who occushould cheer one. To begin with beef,
pied the seat by the thin woman was an
if there hms been a roast of that one day, interested listener to the colloquy. She
the next day for a second dinner dish was
good looking enough to attract atthere may be
tention anywhere, and ahe looked aa if
MOCK BIBDS.
ahe loved everything, in the world, inSlice off evenly all that Is best and cluding doga. She leaned over and gave
trim eaoh piece; make a highly sea- Sandy's head an affectionate pat, and
loned bread orumb stuffing and wet it Sandy tried to lick her gloved hand.
with gravy or stook or seasoned hot
"You love doga, too?" aald the fat
water. Put a spoonful of this on each woman.
ilice and fold into oblong rolls, or
"Ob, yes," was the reply; "who could
'bird·;" fasten securely the edges on help it?"
the back with little wooden skewers;
"What kind is your pet dog?" came
put them all into a hot frying pan and the eager inquiry.
idd a little gravy or stock or water, and
"Mine? Oh, I haven't any dog. My
:over; simmer very slowly till they are pet is a baby."
■teamed through, but do not let tbem
And the fat woman and the thin woman
theii
boil at all. Have ready some squares of raised tbeir brows, turned up
buttered toast; lay them on this on a ηοβββ, and grew coldly silent, juat aa 11
shock
bot dish, and add a trifle of gravy and someone had said something to
sprigs of parsley with a little lemon, their aenae of modeaty.
ierve very hot.
Praise Indeed.
What is left after these slices have
been cut from the roast may be made
One of the most candid tributes the
intoadieb for luncheon; or any meat late Edwin Bootb ever received waa
rendered to him on bis last Southern
may be used.
tour by one who knew neither of hla
Oil·™
1UUA1V
presence nor of bia identity in the play.
reand
cubes
into
the
meat
Cat
up
Mr. Booth told the story to bia friend,
move the gristle and fat; put into a
Dr. John H. Oirdner.
eeason
can
of
half
a
tomato,
saucepan
"We opened our engagement in Atwith minced onion, parsley, salt, and
lanta, Georgia, with Othello," said Mr.
a
add
cook
and
till
smooth;
pepper,
Bootb, "and I played Othello. Aftei
teaspoonful of Hour rubbed with one of the performance my friend, Mr. Malone,
butter; press through a fine sieve, or, if and I went to the Kimball House foi
you prefer, use as it is, merely having it some refreshment. The long bar waa so
thick; put the meat into this sauce and crowded that we bad to go around the
heat, but do not let it boil; this may be corner of it before we could find a vacant
9erved as it is, or on toast.
space. While we were waiting to be
Another way of preparing this dish is served we couldn't
help hearing the
to put the bite of meat içto a bakingconversation of two fine-looking old
dish with the tomato as it is in the can;
boys, splendid old fellows with soft bate,
add seasoning to the alternate layers and
mustaches, and chin tufts, black
dust the top with sifted crumbe and dot flowingties and all the other
parapherstring
with butter; bake till brown.
nalia.
"
kI didn't see you at the theatre this
HOCK TEKBAPIN.
This may be made from either beef or
liver, though the latter is more tender.
Put two tableepoonfuls of butter and
two of flour into a saucepan, adding the
rub
Hour when the butter bubbles;
smooth, pour in two cups of mixed
it
let
and
gravy and water or soup stock,
just boil once; add four cups of meat
cut into cubes and let this barely simmer half an hour; unless this can be
done on the stove uee a double boiler, as
it must Dot cook rapidly. Season highly with salt, pepper, and a little cider if
you choose; have ready four hard-boiled
eggs and when the meat is put on a hot
platter put slices of these all around the

edge.

PILAU.

Cook

Cunnel,' said
evening,
"

one.

the other. Ί didn't
buy seats till this mawnin', and the best
we could get were six rows in the balcony. I presume, sub, you were in the

'No,' replied

orchestra.'
"
'Yes, Cunnel, I was in the orchestra,'
said the first man. 'Madame and the
girls were with me. We all agreed thai
we nevub attended a mo' thrillin' play.
The company was good, too; excellent
company. And do you know, Cunnel, in
my opinion that d—d niggub did about
aa well aa any of 'em'."—Harper's Week-

ly.

But He Didn't Aak.

Willie was paying a visit, and he found
the intervale between meals longer than

small onion, finely chopped, usual.
tablespoonful of butter; before it
"I ain't
one

the meat, and put
ing her remark, "in bouses where ladiei
also half a can of tomatoes aud half a is
polite to little boys I don't have to."
the
rice
till
simmer
of
boiling water;
cup
Willie got bia cake.
is perfectly tender.
A plain little breakfast or luncheon
Mary—How would you like to spend
dish is made by putting into small indi- eternity with young Rogers?
vidual dishes a half-inch of hashed
Alice—I did. He called last night.
meat, made rather wet with gravy; heat
this well in the oven, and just before
Many requests from Catarrh suffereri
serving draw out the dishes and lay a who use atomizers have caused us to put
raw egg on each ; return to the oven till up Liquid Cream Balm, a new and con<
venient form of Ely'a Cream Balm, the
they are set.
remedy for Catarrh which can al<
only
LOAF.
KICK
ways be depended on. In power to allaj
Still another way of utilizing odd inflammation, to cleanse the clogged air
ecraps of meat is this: Chop the meat, passages, to promote free, natural breath
put into the frying-pan with gravy or ing, the two forms of Cream Balm are
water, season well, and let it simmer tiil alike. Liquid Cream Balm is sold by all
it ie hot and smooth; thicken with a druggists for 75 cents, including spray
spoonful of flour rubbed with one of ing tube. Mailed by Ely Bros., 56 War
butter. Cook half a cup of rice till very ren Street, New York.
tender and dry; season well; butter
Mr. Smith (after ill-tempered speeoh by
generously a bread tin or any mould,
and line it with the rice, pressing it Brown)—"Mr. Chairman and gentlemen,
firmly; in the centre put the meat, drain- following the example of Mr. Brown'i
ing it if it is not thick; cover with more luncheon, I shall venture to disagree
rice, and bake in a pan of boiling water with him."
in the oven half an hour; turn ont ou a
hot dish and serve as it is, passing gravy
Many little lives bave been saved bj
in a boat, or put a tomato sauce around Foley's Honoyjind Tar, for coughs, colds
it. Croquettes are, of oourse, one of the croup and wnouping cough. It is th<
best ways of using up meat; rissoles are only safe remedy for infanta and cbil
also good, though plainer.
dren as it contains no opiates or otbei
narcotic drugs; and children like Foley'i

minutes; add

to

RISSOLES.

W. S. Jones, Executor of A. C. Jones Estate.

ALMOST

depressing.

tive. asked the driver what he had in
the wagon.
"OH. COAL TAR 18 FOR THE
TENANT!" he answered.
"Oh. ho!" said Tommy. "1 thought
it might be A TON OF HOT TARHEELS IN CART."

Houey and Tar. Careful mothers keef

the meat very fine; season well, a bottle in the bouse. Refuse substi
and add sufficient brown gravy to make tûtes. F. A. Shurtleff & Co.
it stiff; roll into round balls, roll each
in flour, and fry two at a time in a wire
"Tiggs' great-grandfather fought ii
basket. Serve with spoonfuls of boiled
the Revolution; bis grandfather fougbl
rice.
in the war of 1812; his father fought it
KI8II SOUFFLE.
the war between the states."
"How about Tiggs?"
Pick up the fish and heat with one
"He fought in the Peace Congrese."
small cup of white sauce to one of fish;
of
make the sauce with a tablespoonful
one
and
Are you tortured to death daily witl
butter, one and a half of flour,
of hot milk; cook thick; simmer the Eczema? Why auffer when Bloodim
two a moment, and add the beaten yolks Ointment will give you instant relief anc
of three eggs; cook two minutes more, permanently cure you. 50c. a box mail
and cool; beat the whites stiff and fold ed by The Bloodine Co., Inc., Boston
in and bake forty minutes; serve at once. Mass.
This dish can be seasoned with curry, if
desired, or merely salt, pepper, and a
Mrs. Benham—I believe you marriec
little chopped parsley.
me for my money.
Benbam—I'm glad you spoke of it; 1
FISH SALAD.
to think why ]
Pick up tbe fish in large, even pieces; was trying the other day
did marry you.
arrange in a salad-bowl and put on ice;
just before serving covor with may- SIMPLE REMEDY FOR LA GRIPPE
onnaise and dot with capers. Salmon
can be used in both these recipes if no
Racking la grippe coughs that may de
wbite fish is at hand.
velop into pneumonia over night ait

Chop

Address,

The New-York
Tri-Weekly Tribune

sodden and

Not a Faahlooable Pet.
When the thin woman in the long,
oar
gray u la ter tat down in the aubway
opposite the fat woman holding a bright
little Sootoh terrier, itoonld be aeenat
onoe that they had point· of common
interest, end that those pointe of oommon lntereet oonaUted of dog·.
"What a dear little fellow he ial"
ohirned the thin woman.
he dear?" oooed the fat woman,
anuggling her pet ao cloaely that he had
to sniff for breath.
"Mine ia a Frenob poodle," ventured
the thin woman. "I hear thoae gray
terrien are coming into atyle, though.
"Tea.they're all the rage," aalatba
fat woman. "I had to give op fifty for

with a
going to ask for any cake,''
begins to brown add two cups of cold he remarked at last blandly.
meat, diced, with salt and pepper, and
"That's very nice of you, Willie,"
Boil half
said bis hostess.
No. 373.—Rhymed Numerical Enigma. cook very slowly ten minutes.
five
of water
"Because," he went on loudly, ignorHis 3. 2, 1. 4. was sad. his garments poor. a cup of rice with a cup
in

The A. C.
A well established business.
Jones Machine and Plumbing Business, situated
on Main Street, South Paris, Maine.

machine work and

Yesterday's Dishes Made Over.
The housekeeper's day begins tog often

lay's pudding,

Albion E. Bradbury, late of Canton, deceased ; tlret account presented for allowance by
Arthur J. Foster et al», trustees.

am

U ftoQclted. Address: Editor HOWMtKlM'
Column, Oxford Democrat, Booth Pari·, Me.

And yet to-day's meals must begin
where yesterday's left off.
So much can be done with meat, how-

published

than any other mill in town.
and
Call
get my prices and convince

cheaper

that is odd

avoid the grippe

To all persons Interested in either of
hereinafter named :
At a Probate Coon, at Pari·, In vacation. In
and for the County of Oxford, on the 7th day of
Jan., In the rear of our Lord one thousand
nine hundred and nine, the following matter
having been presented for the action thereupon
hereinafter Indicated, It Is hereby O&dkkkd :
That notice thereof be given to all persons Interested, by causing a copy of this order to be
uubllsbed three weeks successively In the Oxat South
ford Democrat, a newspaper
Parts, In said County, thai they may appear at a
Probate Court to be held at Bumfora, on the
second Tuesday of Feb., A. 1). 1909, at nine of the
clock In the forenoon, and be beard thereon If

handling

OomspondeBoe on toples of Interest to the ladlei

irith a slight feeling of oblll, as she
3pens her refrigerator and surveys its
rantents. Somehow thej look so unappetizing! There is yesterday's roast,
mostly hone and gristle now; yesterday's
regetables, odds and ends only; yester-

the estates

GRAIN
I

to

No. 369.—Star Puzzla.

PROBATE NOTICES.

Ιο tin Horse and Daim Men!
I

The Ρ uzzler

whi!e

"L F." ATWOOD'S BITTERS
and make and maintain

they relieve congestive conditions of thr«at and head,
By acting
healthy conditions. Good, too, in smaller dotes for children. Nothing like them
and winter colds that result from neglect.
Get t bottle today from yoor dealer, 35c.
oo

now

HOMEMAKEBS' COLUMN.

Pay ©if IFw
L· th® §im@w
When the Preston children waked
one
up and looked out of the window
flue winter morning they Just danced
for Joy. All outdoors was white and
beautiful. Snow covered the steps of

Beautiful Piece of Furniture Made of
Wood From historic Ship.

ιΛρ*" """"ιΛν

In the
If
president's reception room In the
White Ilouse waiting for on audience
knew It they might make the
thousands*

the

only

less

time seem

that

sit

monotonous by

con-

templating the principal article of fur-

It le
niture. the executive's desk.
handsome and massive, with a wealth
of cnrvlns, but Its chief interest con-

foot

frosted cnke work.
Snow!" exclaimed Bobby
"8now!
and 8ue and Harry, Jumping abont

ai:d waving their hands up
Little Ned, only throe
and down.
years old, couid not say snow plainly,
but he tried bin best, dancing about
on his chubby feet. The beet be could
the

room

Resolute drifted in the currents of the
Arctic ocean, spared from destruction
In some mysterious manner, until she
readied the waters oif the shores of
Alaska, where some American whalers
boarded her and claimed her. When
she readied San Francisco the United
Stntes l>ought her, repaired and refit-

snow

was

tow!" but he made as much noise as
at
any of the rest, who all laughed
him.

The young Prenions ran oat snowballing even before they were quite

but their mother made them
come back and wash and comb and
dress themselves like well bred children and then have their breakfast,
which tliey could hardly wait to fin-

dressed,

They held a council of war and
decided that they would build A snow
house und snow man in the forenoon
ish.

and in the afternoon go

tobogganing.

they tumbled upon the lawn
and began building operations. Their
mother had been to Washington a little while before and brought home
photographs of houses and objecta
there. The Preston building commitOut

tee decidcd that their snow mansion
should be a miniature of the capitol
it Washington with the end wings left

Dff.
The children worked their best, even
little Ned gathering building snow in
his mlttened hands, but It must be
owned that the capitol was not altogether successful. The square looking
structure with the dome upon top was
all right, but when it came to making
the Greek portico, with Its columns in
front, the snow columns could not be
mude slim. Their mother said their
"effort" was creditable, but she did
not say the house was. They had just
as much fun out of It, though, as If It
had been.
When It came to making the snow
statue in the {.rounds In front of the

capitol, however, the result

was

CROQUETTES.

PAPER.

a,°·"' <°

ing
Serve with pease or tomato sauce.
bleaching the hair.
Vegetables are the simplest of all
foods to make over. When oue bas a
Beer drinkers and others who suffei
little of several kinds try
with Bright's Disase, Diabetes, Bad
VEGETABLE CROQUETTES.
Ache, or any Kidney or Bladder Troubh
be cured if they will take Bloodlm
Lan S ch A
Chop the vegetables; to two cupfule can
Tablets. 60 cents ι
add the same mixture of white eauce as Blood and Kidney
Opa C it Y
Inc.
of this, box, mailed by The Bloodine Co.,
instead
for
fish
or,
croquettee,
bi
Ε
Τ
Rak
Mass.
*
une brown gravy, made thick; season Boston,
Imp Ο of Ο
very highly with salt, pepper, onion,
Dis L im Ν
and chopped parsley; mould into croPassenger (on exceedingly slow train
must havi
Alb A m A
quettes or cutlets, and let them stand; —Conductor, the engineer
bread as before, dry for an hour, and fry met with an accident of some kind.
Good second hand organs from $15 to $40. Nice trade for anyone
A RELIGIOUS AUTHOR'S STATE- in the basket. To make this dish into
Conductor—What makes you thin)
to
from
Second hand
to buy for New Year's present.
the main one for a supper or luncheon so?
MENT.
Nice instruments. Square pianos for $15, $35, $35. Stools, Chairs and
Passenger—We just passed a group ο
For several years I was afflicted with add a cup of coarsely chopped nuts to
without stopping
Here is kidney trouble and last winter I was sud- tbe vegetables. Serve with a brown two houses and a barn
other musical merchandise. Write for catalog of
denly stricken with a severe pain in my sauce, or plain.
a
trade in musical instruments.
When only one sort of vegetable is left
If you will take Foley's Orlno Laxatlvi
kidneys and was confined to bed eight
until the bowels become regular you wll
days unable to get up without assistance. over, bave it in a salad. A few cold
not have to take purgative·
My urine contained a thick white sedi- string beans make an excellent one; arment and I passed same frequently day range them on lettuce if you have it, or as Foley's Orlno Laxative positive!]
and night. I commenced taking Foley's lay on a fiat dish as tbey are; make cures chronic constipation and sluggisl
Kidney Remedy, and the pain gradually some small balls of cream or Dutch liver. Pleasant to take. F. A. Shurtlef
Maine. abated and finally ceased and my urine cheese, and put on tbe dish also, and at A Co.
South Pari·.
I cheerfully recom- the moment of serving pour French
became normal.
mend Foley's Kidney Remedy. F. A. dressing over all. To add flavor to this
Mrs. Hicks—My husband has beei
salad use water cress under the cheese,
Shurtleff & Co.
just lovely to me all day.
if possible.
Mrs. Wicks—H'm! What was it yot
When in want of anything in our Unes give us a call.
Raynor—This fortune telling business
BEET SALAD.
caught him doing?
is all humbug. One of these professors
WE CAN SAVE YOU MONEY. WE SELL
This is quite elaborate and very good.
of palmistry told me a little while ago to
When Bloodine Rheumatic Linimen
Chop the cooked beets a little and arlook out for a short, blond man.
on lettuce or watercress, if you has cured so many case· of Rheumatism
about
it's
know
don't
ne—I
range
being
Builders'
Shay
of stoned why do you suffer with this terrlbli
all humbug. I'm blond and I'm short, have it. Cover with half a cup
olives cut into good-sized pieces, and put affliction? It relieves all pain instantly
Builders'
Lend me a ten, old fellow, will you?
a spoonful of stiff mayonnaise on eaob 25c. and 50c. a bottle.
all with either capers
have that dark brown taste in
Do

Pianos
Large

^

Organs.

Stock of New Pianos and

well.
No. 300.-Enigma: Heron.
No. 307 —Roman numerals: Civic.
No. 308.—Triple Acrostic:
Fav Ο ue D

Organs.
$135

pianos

$175.

playerpianos.

good

constantly

W. J. Wheeler,
Billings BlOOlL,

PLEASE

Keep

In

MINI)!

Finish, Glass, Putty, Nails,
Doors, Windows, Frames,
Hardware, Sheathing Paper,

portion; sprinkle
you
Floor Paints,
Linseed Oil,
your mouth every morning when yon or chopped hard-boiled egg.
Floor Dressing,
Varnishes,
should
and
bilious
are
so.
If
awake?
you
PINEAPPLE PUDDING.
Floor Finish,
Roof Paints
Tnrpentine, take two or three of those little Bloodine
Butter a baking dish and line it with
never sicken,
to
take,
Pills.
Liver
Easy
Brashes.
Liqnid Filler,
Wagon Paints,
of preserved
weaken or gripe. 25 cents, mailed by stale cake; take a large cup
Our paints include Impervious, Heath & Milligan, and Sherwin-Williams.
pineapple and put it in with more cake,
The Bloodine Co., Inc., Boston, Mass.
in layers, with cake on top; pour over
"I've just been thinking," said Willie- this a cnpof cold water; cover with a
Don't
TIME
TESTED
KIND.
THE
of
all
roofings.
Paroid Roofing—The beat
plate and bake slowly for two hours;
boy.
try imitations.
"Thinking what?" demanded Stillman, serve with sauce.
to whom the idea of Willieboy's thinkCOCOANUT PUDDING.
Screen Doors and Window Screens—We make to order. The kind that lasts.
ing was somewhat disconcerting.
crumble stale cake till you
this
For
Have
veranda
in.
screened
io
stock.
of
doors
sizes
your
Regular
"That in Adam's case it must have
have» cup and a half; mix with a cup
We sell wire screen cloth, spring hinges, Ac.
been a real re-leaf to change his clothes," of
sugar, a cup of grated cocoanut, the
said Willieboy.
beaten yolks of three eggs, and over all
Wheelbarrows—We have a few first class wheelbarrows. Call and see them.
let
You would not delay taking Foley's pour two cups of scalded milk, hot;
Tlephonee and Electrical Supplies—We sell "Colnmbia Ignition Batteries" the Kidney Remedy at the first sign of kid- this stand half an hour, and add a grating
beet for automobiles and telephones.
realised of nutmeg, a tablespoonfnl of rose water,
ney or bladder trouble if you
stiff
that neglect might result In Blight's dis- or a teaspoonful of vanilla, and the
diabetes.
or
Foley's Kidney whites of the eggs folded in lut. Bake
ease
dish
Remedy oorreots irregularities and cures in a buttered mould or pudding
ail kidney and bladder disorders. F. A. three-quarters of an hour and aarve with
foamy sauce.—Harper's Bazar.
Shurtleff 6 Co.
BOUtb Perl*.
House Paint·,
Barn Paints,

S. P. MAXIM & SON,

a

Alice—Last night at dusk Maud fount

burglar

in her

room.

Edith—Did she catch him?
Alice—No. That girl is always lettinj

men

slip through

her

fingers.

There is no case on record of a cougl
cold or la grippe developing into pneu
monia after Foley's Honey and Tar bat
been taken, aa it cures the most obsti
nate deep seated coughs and colds. Whi
take anything else. F. A. Shurtleff ά
Co.
"I rather like jour friend," Mrs. Pagi
said graciously, after Carr had gom
home. "He Is good looking and agree
able, but you can't call him a brilllan

The
conversationalist.
talked all round him."

Lawson girli

"Unfortunately," replied Mr. Page
"Carr cannot talk on a subject nnleas ni
knows something about it."

clean and healthy. If you
feel languid and out of

1

$1.00

50c.

QOODYEAR

Glove Rubbers

3nly $1.50 for the Session.
use of the new trolley line the LEW[STON EVENING JOURNAL will
-each the Kennebec towns from δ to 0
>'clock, nearly two houra before any
>ther paper. Do not fail to order at once.

3y

—

any number of persons, eacb
of whom has a full pack of cards and

pluyed by

NOTICE.

—

sent :.t at once.

Wearing

Best

of any animal, rept'le
takes the
Each player shuffles his pack
or bird.
and then places It, face downwurd, on
name

AND

Rubbers made.

the table before him. The first player
(who is selected In any way the company choose) then takes his top card

and places It, face upward, where all
may see it. Each In turn, toward the
left, does the same, and on the second
and succeeding rounds the card that
each turns Is placed on the first, forming a second pile of cards for each

Frothingham,

W. 0.

South.

Parie.

ftOTICË.

player, this second pile facing upward.

(

ised pile.
Ile who first gets rid of all his cards
wins, but the game may continue till
one of the players Is left with all the
cards 011 the table.
Instead of namej of animals, any
others inny be chosen that the company agree upon, and the h.irli r and

WALTER L. GRAY,
Referee In Bankruptcy.

What Hî Saw.

STATE

COUNTY or OXFORD, 88.:
To the Honorable Justice of the Supreme Judi-

cial Court next to be holden In Paris within
and for the county of Oxford on the second
Tuesday of March. A. I). 1909

Kalea I. Erlkson of Paris, In ssld Oxford
Uounty, wife of Erik Erlkson, respectfully represents: 1 hat her maiden name was KMsa I.
Konan: that she was lawfully married to said
Erik Erlkson at said Paris on tne thirtieth day
of December, A. D 1902: that they lived together

husband and wife at said Partr, In said Coun
It, from the time of their ssld Intermarriage un
til some time In August, A. D. 1904: thai your
libellant has always conducted herself toward
her said husband as a faithful, true and affectionate wife : that some time In August, A. D.
1905, the said Erik Erlkson deserted your libel
lent without cause ami went to parts unknown to
her, since which time she haa never seen or
heard from him, or received from him any supto your
port: that his residence is unknown
libellant and cannot be ascertained by reason
able diligence that there U no collusion between
to obyour libellant and the said Ertk Erlkson
tain this divorce : that your libellant believes It
bejufct and proper that the bond» of matrimony
tween her and her ssld husband should be disto
born
been
has
:
that
there
divorce
solved by
them by said Intermarriage two chlldrtn, Hannah aged live years and Erik aged four year*.
Wherefore she prays that such divorce may be
decreed, and that she may have the custody of
her said minor children.
January 12th, 1909.
KAISA I. ERIKSON.

Jeweler and Graduate

12th

Optioian.

Static of Maine.

(skal)

Oxfobd, ss :
Supreme Judicial Conrt, In Vacation. (
January 13, A. D. 1909. j
Upon the Foregoinq Libf.i., ORDERED,
That the Libelant give notice to the said Erik
Erlkson, Llbelice, to appear Itefore the Justice
of our Supreme Judicial Court, to be holden at
Paris, within and for the County of Oxford, on
the second Tuesday of Mar., A. D. 1909, by publishing an attested copy of said lbel, and this
order thereon, three weeks successively In the
Oxford Democrat, a newspaper printed In Paris,
In our County of Oxford, the last publication to
be 30 days at least prior to said second Tuesday
of March, 1909, thai he may there an t then In
our said Court appear and show cause, If any
he have, why the prayer of said Libelant should
not be granted.
GEO. E. RIRD,
Justice of the Sup. Jud. Court.
A true copy of the libel and order of court

great.

are

Paris.

OF Μ Α ΙΛΕ.

Countv of

They

of

Subscribed ami sworn to before me this
day of January, A. D. 1909.
WALTER L. GRAY,
Justice of the Peace.

HILLS,

longer the more fun.

Selectmen
1909.

January,

eis

(η tbe District Court of the Unlte<l State» for
the District of Maine. In Bankruptcy.
)
In tbe matter of
In Bankruptcy.
FLORA A. BROWN,
of Rumford, Bankrupt. )
A.
Flora
of
Brown, In the
creditors
To the
:
County of Oxford ami district aforesaid
tbe 9th day of
on
that
Is
Notice
hereby given
M. Brown wae
Ian., A. D. 1909. the «Aid Flora
the flret
luly adjudicated bankrupt, and that
meeting of her creditors will be held at tbe
South
8
Market
No.
Square,
tbe
Referee,
altlce of
at
Paris, on tbe '/7th day of January, A. D. 1909, the
10 o'clock In tbe forenoon, at which time
claim·,
their
laid creditor* may attend, prove
and
appointa trustee, examine the bankrupt,
transact such other business as may properly
come before said meeting.
South Paris, Jan. 9, 19Ô9.

When any one turns over a car.l that
Is the .same as any other 011 the tabh
that he can see. he must call out tinassumed naiue of Its owner, nucl It:
owner must call out his assumed name
Whichever does so first must give the
other all of Ills cards that are face
upward. These must be turned over
and placed at the l>ottoni of the un

For person· not favored with s daily paper, the
WEEKLY JOURNAL la an Indispensable vît
tor. It preaenU In its ample columns a full
well as a digest
report of all events in Maine, as
>f every Important event throughout the world
The management le always on the lookout for
mprovement, with Intention of making every
number more complété than any predecessor
The universal testimony la that It realizes lu
Ideal In *11 n·specie.
for
Send a
copleaof either Issue.

All persons who have a bill against
the town of Paris in any account,
please consider it your duty to pre-

The snow man was a "beaut" Harry
snid. there being no teacher near to
rebuke him for using slang. The snow
statue was nearly as tall as the capitol, so Imposing was it. They got some
rolled red (lannel and r.tuck It into Its
round face where the lips ought to be,
and a piece of coal formed each eye.
The snow face was Just fearsome with

Its red Annuel lips and Its chunks of
coal f««r eye".
Their mother thought the statue
was fine when she came out to call
them to their early dinner. She was
so pleased that while they were eating she told them about the snow man
made by little Alice Ruggles of Bos-

order to follow the dlscaaaiona of the

a

m

sample
postal
LEWISTON JOURNAL COMPANY.

Best Fitting

An Entertaining Game That Calls For
Quick 1 hinking.
Menagerie Is a game that can be

working hard, thought the

schoolmaster.
Hut, can you believe it, when th·
schoolmaster went round the otlu*
side of the ivulU this Is wh.ît he saw:

thereon
Attest: CHARLES F. WHITMAN,
L. Gray, Atty. for Llbt.

,Walter

Bankrupt's

Petition for

of

Clerk.

Discharge.

)
In Bankruptcy.
JULIA A. HORSE,
Bankrupt. )
To the Hon. Ci.arf.ncr Hale, Judge of the DisIn the matter

ton. Alice did not have many chums,
often played all alone. Once when
the snow was deep she amused herself by modeling a snow statue. The
material was plenty, and she had time
enough, so she„worked several days
on the statue, taking as much care to
so

trict Court of the United States for the District
of Maine :
A. HORSE, of Norway. In the County of Oxford, and State of Maine, In said
District, respectfully represents that on the 17th
day of Oct., last past, she was duly adjudged
bankrupt under the Acts of Congress relating to
Bankruptcy; that she has duly surrendered all
her property and rights of property, and has fully
complied with all the requirements of said Acts
and of the orders of Court touching her bank-

JULIA

get the arms, legs, head and body correct according to life as if she had
actually been modeling a man In clay.

ruptcy.
Wherefore she prays, That she may be decreed
by the Court to have a full discharge from all
debts provable against her estate under said

The statue constructed from the pure,
shining snow was so lifelike that all
who passed there on the street stop-

bankruptcy Acts, except such debta as are
cepted by law from such discharge.
Dated this 8th day of Januarv, A. D. 1909.

ex-

JULIA A. HORSE, Bankrupt.

Order of Notice Thereon.

The
Filter

Dairy

Strainer]

and

of the greatest Sanitary inventions of the age.
No farmer should be withWe have arrangout one.
Is

gentleman, a
day
Fiually
friend of Alice's parents, came to see
Mr. and Mrs. Buggies uud told them
one

α

The perfect system

A.

great Ansted £8. Burk
Mills guarantees this perfect
flour.
at the

In Boston.
"And maybe." said Mrs. Preston,
looking fondly at her children—"maybe
one of you will be a famous sculptor
Who knows?"
some day.
The young Prestons wondered about
it among themselves a little, then hur-

Then
ried off to the toboggan hill.
went down and up until the stars

they

in the
our goods
of Paris, Norway,
Oxford and Hebron, who
will he pleased to show

For Sale

at

.·

TftADK MARK·
Disions
Copyrights Ac.

Anyone tending a «ketch and description may
'quick I τ afcertaln our opinion free whether an
table-Coin m unto*.
Invention I» probably
Hon· «trlctly confidential. HANDBOOK on Patent·
sent free. Oldeet asency for ««curing patenu.
Patent* taken through Munn A Co. receive
tpteial notUe, without charge. In the

All Work
Guaranteed.

With

A little out of the way
but it pays to wa'k.

|

WATCHES. CLOCKS
AND JEWELRY.

|

Dr. Parmenter, Norway, Maine.

Conundrums.
What do wc often catch, yet never
E. W. CHANDLER,
see? A passing remark.
Why is a wise man like a nail? Because his head prevents him from going too far.
What are the most patient objects
I will furnish DOORS and WINDOWS of any
h the shape of humanity? Statues.
Site or Style at reasonable price·.
Why la neceaaity like a stupid lawyer? It knows no law.

Builders' Finish !

C-.r.'j and Daughters Puazle.
father divided 100 dollar bills
He gave nine
amoi·^ h 1.4 < lilldren.
('.nllrrs to each son and seven to each
dnujrhter. and It Just took the 100 dolHow many sons and daughter*
lars.
had he? The answer Is eight sons and

feer daughters.

A Circus Wish.
A potato I would chooee to be
On on· day of the year,
And, If you like, I'll tell you why,
For you must think it queer.
'Twould "be on olroua day, beoause,
No matter what my sIm,
I could see everything there
I'd have ae many ereel

Also Window & Door Frames.

If In want of any kind of Flnlah tor Inalde ot I
Outalde work, send In yoor order». Pine Lam
bar and Shingles on hand Cheap for Caah.

Planing, Sawing and Job Work
Matched Pine Sheathing for Sale.

fi.

W.

CHA1VDLER,

Maine. I

West

PARKERS
HAIR BALSAM

Clitimi tad
PrmiiolM a luxuriant
"|W fall·

th« hair.

fiowth.

Scientific American.

λ handsomely llluiitrated weekly. ImMt rtreolation of any (dentlBc Journal. Term·, St a
year; four month», |1. Sold by all newidealeT·.

»ϊΗ«ΑΓ.'=ί™.¥

Wherefore be pray·, that he m*y be decreed
by tbe Court to have a full discharge from all
debt· provable against his estate under said
Acts, except su<-b debt· aa are excepted by law from lucn discbarge.
Dated this 17th day of December, A. D. 1908.

THOMAS E. WESTLEIGH, Bankrupt.
ORDER OF NOTICE THEREON.
Dutrict of Maine, ssOn this 16th day of Jan., A. D. 1909, on reading the foregoing petition, it Is
Ordered by the Court, that a bearing be had
upon the same on the 3th day of Feb., A. D.
1909, before said Court at Portland, In aald Dis
trlct, at 10 o'clock In the forenoon ; and that
notice thereof be publUhed In Tbe Oxford Dem
ocrât, a newspaper printed In said District, and
that all known creditors, and other persons In
Interest, may appear at the said time and place,
and show cause, if any they bave, why the
prayer of said petitioner should not be granted.
And it Is further Ordered by the Court, that the
Clerk shall «end by mall to all known creditors
copies of »ald petition and thl· order, addressed

to them at their place· of residence as stated.
Witness the Hon. Clabence Hale, Judge
of the said Court, and tbe seal thereof, at Portland, In said District, on the 16th day of Jan.,
A. D. 190».
JAMES E. HEWEY, Clerk.
ÎL.a.]
A true copy of petition and order thereon.
■

Aneat:—JAMES E. HEWEY.Clerk.

Picture Frames

A LOW PRICE

and Pictures,

Mats, Mirrors
&

—

"■

Mouldings sjL

High Grade

Discharge.

bankruptcy

Patents

o.
15 yeirt expert Watch·
maker with Bigelow,
Kennard 4 Co , Boston.

OEMS,

Co.,j

flaine.

00 YEARS'

Your Grocer's

Petition for

In the matter of
)
THOMAS E. WESTLEIGH, In Bankruptcy.
Bankrupt. )
To the Hon. Clarence Hale, Judge of tbe
District Court of the United 8tate* for the
District of Maine:
E. WESTLEIGH, of Mason, In the
County of Oxford, and State of Maine, In
said District, respectfully represents, that on tbe
11th day of July, last past, he was duly adJudged bankrupt under the Acta of Congress
relating to bankruptcy; that he bas duly surrendered all bis property and right· of property,
and has fully complied with all the requirements
of said Acts and of the order· of Court touching
bis bankruptcy.

TROMAS

EXPERIENCE

N. D. Bolster & Co.

can

A

at

Willard M'f'g

District ok Maine, ss.
On this 16th 'lay of Jen A. D. 1909, on reading
tbe foregoing petition, It le
Ordered by the Court, that a hearing be had
upon the tame on the Sth 'lay of Feb., A. O.
laW, Ik;fore said Court at Portland, In hM DUtrlct, at 10 o'clock In the forenoon : and that notice thereof be publlihe<l In the Oxford Democrat, a newspaper printed In said District, aid
that all known creditor*, and other persons In
Interest, may appear at the said time and place,
and show cause, If any they hare, why tbe
praverof said petitioner should not be granted.
And It Is further ordered by the Court, That
the Clerk shall send by mall to all known creditors copies of said petition and this order, addressed to them at their places of residence a·
stated.
Witness, the Hon. Clarence Hale, Judge
of the said Court, and the seal thereof, at Portland, in said District, on the 16th day of Jan.,
A. D. 1909.
JAMES E. HEWEY, Clerk.
[l. a.J
A true copy of petition and order thereon.
Attest: JAMES E. HEWEY,Clerk.

Bankrupt's

The
any time.
of
construction
and
shape
these filters is such that they
can be used on a pail, jug
Read what
or any vessel.
the Press says of this wonderful invention.
them

ANSTED ft BURK CODANT. M3Un
Springfield, OU·

About Temp «rature».
The temperature of the atmosphere
cools on an average about 1 degree
for every ÎJ00 feet that we ascend or
warms at the same rate as we descend. The mean temperature at the
north pole is about naught, at the equaWe
tor between 80 and 90 degrees.

or

sell

towns

Lewiston,

began ίο shine.

therefore get Into a mean temperature, or climate, 1 degree cooler for
every seventy or eighty miles that we
travel north or in a temperature 1

W. WALKER & SON
to

Pia vp their home

degree warmer for every seventy
eighty miles that we travel south.

one

ed with

TOBOGGANING.

to ndmlre It. The weather wae
freezing cold, and Alice's enow man
stayed lu the yard many duys. People came en purpose to look at It.

ped

M ftwra One year for

NEWS-

ι

IN USE 57 YEARS

quickly cured by Foley's Honey and Tar
It is tested every half hour day and
The sore and inflamed lungs are healec by all means to let that child study
by the most exacting sciennight
Pick up the fish as before, and to two
and strengthened, and a dangerous con
because she wus so gifted. tific tests. This insures absocupfuls add three-quarters of a cup of dition is quickly averted. Take onlj sculpture
They consented, and Alice, happy as a lute satisfaction in baking
stiff wbite saufce made with two tableFoley's Honey and Tar in the yellov girl could be, began her studies at all the time.
spoonfuls of dour, one of butter, and the package. F. A. Shurtleff & Co.
hot milk; season well and spread out to
once.
Key to the Puzzler.
1. Ex-pay-tree- cool; then mould into croquettes; cover
Now she Is a woman and a famous
No. 304.—Charades:
Miss Elderleigb—Doctor, do you be
half-beaten
in
ate, expatriate. 2. Cob-web. cobweb. with sifted crumbs, dip
sculptor. She Is married to Mr. Kitlieve that bleaching the hair leads t(
let
them
and
crumbs
egg yolk and
again,
of the brain?
son, her teacher hi the art of modelτι>» ο.^ omcati 8. Add-Jay-cent, adjacent.
stand and dry for an hour; cook two at softening
Doctor—No; but I believe that soften ing, and the two distinguished artists
No. 305.—What Word Is This? Farea
time in a wire basket in deep fat.
t<
of the brain sometimes leads
and a beautiful studio
FISH

contains 100 per cent more

85c.

PLAYED WITH CARDS.
"Tow,

TRUE'S ELIXIR

People of Vaine will watch with
great interest the work of the
I Mext Maine Legislature.
Che

results will show.

ted her, manned her with an American crew and sent her to England
with international compliments.
The old ship wns broken up about
thirty years ago, and from the soundest of her timbers a handsome desk
was made by direction of the queen
to be presented to the then president
of the United States. That is the desk

ONOW HOCfltt AND MAN.

toward saying

JOURNAL

sorts, take it to-day—the

that stands In the president's reception room, nnd on it the papers of at
least eight administrations have been
written.—Chicago News.

do

EVENINO

portant qneationa that will be acted
to the LEWI8TON
efficiency than any known , ipoo, · aubacription
EVENING JOURNAL <· a necessity.
bj extensive
preparation on themarket )ur special representative,
ιββ of the telephone, will give our read·
and
blood
pure
Keeps your
ira every evening the proceedings of the
day, with interesting descriptions
your stomach and bowels •me
>f everything doing at the capitol. Price

their house
deep. Snow, no end sists In Its historic origin.
of It, festooned the branches of the
You all know that Sir John Frankevergreens on the lawn and made even lin went to discover the north pole
the Iron palings of the fence look like and never came back. His good ship
a

LEWISIÛIN

Ο SET Ο

THE PRESIDENT'S DESK.

Portrait Work

Wool
to

close

out odd

ON

—·

Carpets
patterns and clean

up stock.

in Crayon, Water color,

Chas. F. Ridlon,

Sepia and Oil a specialty.

Corner Main and Danforth Sts.,

Satisfaction Guaranteed.

L. M. TUFTS,
Nichols St.,

NORWAY,

MAINE.

FOITOHONÏÏ^IAR

SOUTH PARIS. ——til· mmmgtk sa<

